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ABSTRACT
The development of rapid screening tools for special nuclear materials remains a
crucial focus for nonproliferation efforts. Traditional approaches for the analysis of tracelevel Pu isotopes in water requires tedious and time-consuming sample preparation steps
that do not lend well to expeditious screening. Therefore, a novel analytical method that
combines both Pu concentration and source preparation into a single detection system
would make for an invaluable tool for nuclear security applications. Extractive
membranes absorbers can help to fulfill this role as they are capable of concentrating Pu
to detectable limits while subsequently serving as alpha spectrometry sample sources. In
Chapter 1, I discuss the standard separation and sample preparation procedures for alpha
spectrometry to screen waterborne Pu at concentrations below 10-12 M. Pu-extractive thin
films and membranes are reviewed, and I detail methods used to develop the extractive
copolymers and functional membranes presented throughout the dissertation.
Chapter 2 describes my initial studies into the development of thin polymerligand films for Pu concentration and direct alpha spectrometry analysis. Submicron thin
films were prepared through spin coating combinations of polystyrene (PS) with
dibenzoylmethane, thenoyltrifluoroacetone and di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid
(HDEHP) onto Si wafers. Of the three ligands tested, only films containing HDEHP
showed significant Pu recovery at pH 2.3 and 6.3. Alpha spectrometry peak resolutions
that rivaled conventional electrodeposited sources were obtained for the PS-HDEHP
films over film thicknesses ranging from 30 to 250 nm. In an uptake study with a solution
composed of greater than 90% Pu(V), it was observed that Pu recovery would increase
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over ten-fold when the HDEHP loading in the film was doubled. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) revealed that the ligand bloomed to the film surface in the samples
with higher loadings of HDEHP. The XPS analysis also revealed that HDEHP was
stripped from the films after contact with water at a circumneutral pH, but the films with
higher HDEHP loadings retained some ligand even after a 12 h soak in water.
Chapter 3 explores the fabrication of extractive thin-film composite (e-TFC)
membranes for the rapid concentration and isotopic screening of Pu from a spiked water
source. The e-TFC membranes were composed of a Pu-extractive copolymer spin coated
onto an ultrafiltration membrane support. Phosphonate and phosphoric acid monomers
were tested for their ability to create copolymers suitable for casting and extracting
waterborne Pu at trace levels. These monomers were polymerized with either methyl
methacrylate or 4-methylstyrene through bulk radical polymerization. In batch screening
studies, it was observed that copolymers containing ethylene glycol methacrylate
phosphate (EGMP) achieved the highest 242Pu recoveries from solutions at pH 4.2 and
6.8. A copolymer containing 5 % (w/w) EGMP to 4-methylstyrene exhibited a 242Pu
distribution coefficient of 92.7 ± 18.5 L/kg at pH 6.8, and the copolymer was suitable for
casting when dissolved in toluene. e-TFC membranes were prepared with the EGMPbased copolymer and tested in a direct filtration study. The e-TFC membranes were able
to extract up to 10.2 ± 4.2 % Pu after filtering 10 mL of a solution bearing 4.53 Bq/mL
242

Pu at pH 6.8. A 242Pu peak energy resolution of 71.7 ± 8.7 keV full-width at half-

maximum was obtained for the e-TFC membranes and allowed for the distinction
between 242Pu from 238Pu/241Am also present in the solution.
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Chapter 4 details the development of Pu-extractive membranes through nonsolvent induced phase separation (NIPS). An innovative grafting procedure was
performed to create a copolymer consisting of EGMP anchored to polyvinylidene
(PVDF), which then can be used as a dope additive to cast PVDF membranes with Pu
binding sites. Permeability studies were performed with membranes containing 10 wt%
PVDF-g-EGMP, and the NIPS casting conditions were varied to study their effect on
membrane permeability. Direct filtration studies showed that the membranes recovered
up to 59.9 ± 3.0 % and 19.3 ± 3.5 % 238Pu from deionized and synthetic seawater
solutions, respectively, after filtering 10 mL of solution at a concentration of ~0.5 Bq/mL
238

Pu. Peak energy tailing was observed in the alpha spectra for the copolymer

membranes, and SEM-EDS analysis indicated that PVDF-g-EGMP was distributed
throughout the membrane and attributed to the loss in spectral resolution.
The studies in my dissertation demonstrate that functional membranes for the
detection and screening of waterborne Pu can be developed through relatively simple and
effective measures. I hope that these studies will further aid the development of rapid and
fieldable Pu detection systems and aid the advancement of nuclear security endeavors.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION & DISSERTATION OVERVIEW
1. Introduction
Detecting illicit activity involved in the proliferation of fissile plutonium-239 is a critical
challenge in nuclear security efforts. Trace levels of Pu exist in the environment largely due to
nuclear fallout from weapons testing, as well as accidental discharges from production and
reprocessing facilities. In these instances, the isotopic abundance of Pu isotopes can indicate
what sort of nuclear activity was being performed and its intended end use. Water is involved in
all stages of Pu production as its used for mitigating the heat and radiation produced by nuclear
fuel during irradiation after discharge, as well as for chemically separating Pu from spent nuclear
fuel. It is likely that Pu contamination will occur in the nearby water source of any nuclear
activity, albeit at trace levels. Due to its low solubility, Pu must be isolated and concentrated to
detectable limits prior to isotopic screening, and current methods are time-consuming and often
require for samples to be taken offsite for analysis. Therefore, the creation of a rapid Pu
detection-screening system that can be operated onsite at a contaminated water source would
benefit nuclear security applications considerably.
Determination of Pu isotopic ratios can be accomplished radiometrically by alpha and
gamma spectrometry, or through mass spectrometry. Thermal ionization (TIMS) and inductively
coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) provide highly sensitive measurements for Pu isotopes
with detection limits as low as 106-107 atoms depending on the sample loading method1,2.
However, TIMS and ICP-MS are never deployed for on-site analysis due to the size of the
equipment, operational complexity, and the need for reference materials to perform isotope
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dilutions. Gamma spectrometry is used widely for environmental surveying of radionuclides, but
isotopic screening of Pu is difficult at trace levels due to high background gamma radiation.
A defining feature of alpha spectrometry is its low background when compared to gamma
spectrometry; and, unlike TIMS or ICP-MS, alpha spectrometers are less expensive, simpler to
operate and can be implemented for field use. The main drawback of alpha spectrometry for
waterborne Pu is that steps must be taken to concentrate Pu to detectable limits and prepare a
sample that achieves sufficiently high detector energy resolution for isotopic screening. Figure
1.1 shows a general scheme for preparing waterborne Pu for alpha spectrometry.

Figure 1.1 – Standard method to prepare Pu for alpha spectrometry when taken from a
groundwater source.
The goal of this dissertation was to advance the current state of rapid detection systems
for the isotopic screening of waterborne Pu. This was achieved through the development of Puextractive membranes designed to concentrate Pu and serve as an alpha spectrometry sample
source. These studies focused on the concentration of Pu from less-than-ideal solution conditions
and applied unconventional coating and casting techniques to functionalize membranes in a
simple, straightforward manner.
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In this chapter, I review the fundamentals of alpha spectrometry and traditional methods
involved for preparing Pu sources from water. Recent advances to alpha spectrometry sample
loading are discussed, as well as the reasoning behind the development of the extractive thin
films and membranes explored throughout the dissertation.

1.1 Traditional alpha spectrometry for Pu screening
1.1.1 Alpha spectrometry overview
Radioactive decay occurs when an unstable isotope undergoes a nuclear transition to
reach a more stable configuration. The transition is accompanied with the release of nuclear
particles, photons (in the form of gamma rays, γ), or both. In heavy radioisotopes, a nucleus can
undergo alpha decay to balance the Coulombic and strong nuclear forces present in the nucleus.
Alpha decay is noted by the shedding of an alpha particle (composed of 2 protons and 2
neutrons) from the nucleus. The alpha decay of 239Pu is shown in Scheme 1.1, and the energy
released from the decay (Q) is equal to the difference in binding energies of the parent (239Pu)
and the combined daughter (235U) and alpha (α) products3. Conservation of momentum dictates
that nearly all energy is transferred to the alpha particle as kinetic energy. Therefore, the alpha
particles released have discrete energies and are unique to the parent nuclide.
239
94𝑃𝑢

→

235
92𝑈

+ 42𝛼 (𝑄𝛼 = 5.25 𝑀𝑒𝑉)

Scheme 1.1 – Alpha decay of 239Pu to 235U, which leads to the release of energy of
approximately 5.25 MeV.
Alpha spectrometry allows for the determination of alpha-emitting radioisotopes by
directly measuring the kinetic energies of the alpha particles. In an alpha spectrum, photopeaks
represent individual isotopes and their corresponding alpha energies. The gross number of counts
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under a peak can be used to determine the activity of the radioisotope and its isotopic abundance
in a mixed-isotope sample. Peak energy resolutions often are reported as the full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) determined by measuring the energy width of a photopeak at half of its peak
height. Due to plutonium’s complex solution chemistry and low solubility, preparing an alpha
source is challenging and can require days of work to generate a sufficient alpha spectrum for
isotopic discrimination.

1.1.2 Screening for Pu Isotopes from Water
Table 1.1 shows radioactive properties of Pu isotopes 4. Aside from 241Pu, most Pu
isotopes undergo alpha decay and emit alpha particles ranging from 4.9 to 5.6 MeV. In a
commercial nuclear reactor, 239Pu is produced from the neutron capture of 238U, and heavier Pu
isotopes are produced following successive neutron captures. Civilian spent nuclear fuel will
comprise 1-2 % Pu consisting of various Pu isotopes at discharge. For reference, Pu in spent fuel
of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) at a burn-up of 33,000 MWd/t will consist of 1.3 % 238Pu,
56.6 % 239Pu, 23.2 % 240Pu, 13.9 % 241Pu, and 4.7 % 242Pu5. Comparatively, weapons-grade Pu
consists of mostly 239Pu with less than 8 % 240Pu. The relatively high chance of 240Pu to undergo
spontaneous fission makes it unsuitable for the assembly of a nuclear weapon. Development of
weaponizable Pu requires that the reactors operate at low burn-up and shorter intervals to reduce
the in-growth of 240Pu, and several separation cycles are performed to generate the mass of 239Pu
needed for bomb assembly.
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Table 1.1 – Radioactive properties of Pu isotopes and their corresponding decay energies4.

Isotope:
238Pu
239Pu
240Pu
241Pu
242Pu

Half-life
[years]
87.7
24110
6537
14.4
376000

Specific Activity
Decay Mode
Decay Energy (Q)
[Ci/g]
[-]
[MeV]
17.3
alpha
5.59
0.063
alpha
5.25
-4
0.23
alpha, spont. fission (~5.5 x 10 %)
5.26
104
beta
0.02
0.004
alpha
4.98

Concentration of Pu in groundwater depends on Pu oxidation state and the solution
composition but is generally too low for direct alpha measurement. Even in areas of elevated
nuclear activity, Pu concentrations generally are below a few parts per billion. For example, the
Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant (Colorado, USA) produced over 100 t of Pu from 1952 to
1989, and leakage from the 903 Pad Storage Area led to Pu-contamination ranging from 2.2×10-3
to 7.8×10-3 Bq/L (~10-14 M 239Pu) in the shallow ground water surrounding the site6.
Along with its low solubility, the oxidation chemistry of Pu further complicates its
detection as it can exist in multiple oxidation states in groundwater systems. The oxidation of Pu
plays an important role in its transport in the environment as its speciation governs its solubility,
complexation behavior, colloidal formation, and its sorption properties. In groundwater, Pu
(Pu3+, Pu4+) and plutonyl (PuO2+, PuO22+) ions can exist simultaneously as free ions or as
complexes with hydroxide (OH-) or carbonate (CO32-) anions. At pH 6-8, Pu(IV) and Pu(V) will
be the predominant oxidation states, followed by Pu(III) and Pu(VI)7. The ability for Pu to form
ligand or surface complexes follows its effective charge (Pu4+ > Pu3+ ~ PuO22+ > PuO2+). The
low sorption affinity of Pu(V) leads to remain in solution as a free ion, whereas Pu(IV) can form
mobile colloids (1-10 nm diameter) and pseudocolloids (10-450 nm diameter) or immobilize
itself to organic and mineral sediment8,9.
5

1.1.3 Conventional Pu Separations
Analytical procedures for separating Pu from water fall into three general categories:
coprecipitation, solvent extraction (liquid-liquid, extractive chromatography), and ion exchange.
Prevailing examples of each of these separation methods can be found in Table 1.2.
Coprecipitation was one of the earliest documented separations, and it achieves high Pu yield
with relatively simple operation10. A standard method for Pu coprecipitation uses lanthanum or
neodymium salts and hydrofluoric acid to form lanthanum/neodymium fluoride (LaF3, NdF3)
precipitates. As precipitation occurs, Pu(III) and Pu(IV) will sorb to the crystal lattice and
coprecipitate. Liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) allows for continuous separation of Pu from water
and is the predominant separation scheme for the large-scale Pu extraction from spent nuclear
fuel11. Pu-bearing solutions are combined with an immiscible solvent-ligand mixture in a series
of mixer-settlers or through countercurrent exchange columns. Plutonium will complex with the
ligand and partition from the water to the organic phase. After settling, the organic and water
phases can be separated from each other due to the immiscibility of the two liquids. Extractive
chromatography (EC) shares similar solvent-ligand chemistries to LLE but utilizes resin columns
over mixer-settlers. Columns are packed with microporous resin beads impregnated with a
water-insoluble solvent and ligand blend (known as the stationary phase). As the Pu-bearing
solution is passed through the column, Pu exchange occurs between the water (mobile) and
stationary phases. While EC resins can be composed of ion-exchange ligands, ion-exchange
chromatography (IC) differs in that the ligand groups are incorporated within the solid
component of the resin, leading to Pu sorption to the surface of the resin bead12. IC resins can be
advantageous over EC resins, which suffer from “leakage” of the stationary phase after repeated
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use and require reconditioning. However, EC resins offer more flexibility in ligand selection and
can be tailored for a given solution.
Table 1.2 – Conventional separation methods and the extractive components involved in
isolating Pu from solution.
Separation Method
Coprecipitation
Liquid-liquid Extraction
(LLE)

Extractive
Chromatography (EC)
Ion-exchange
Chromatography (IC)

Examples
LaF3, NdF3, BiPO4

PUREX, BUTEX

UTEVA, Actinide, TRU
Dowex 1X4 (anionex.), Dowex HCR
(cation-ex.)

Extractive Components
Precipitate formation
Tri-N-butyl phosphate (PUREX),
dibutoxy diethylene glycol
(BUTEX)
Carbamoylphosphine & tri-nbutyl phosphate (TRU), Dipex®
(Actinide), diamyl
amylphosphonate (UTEVA)
Quaternary amine sites (Dowex
1X4), sulfonic acid groups
(Dowex HCR)

Ref.
[13,14]

[15,16]

[17-19]

[20,21]

1.1.4 Alpha Spectrometry Source Preparation
Sample preparation for alpha spectrometry can be performed once Pu is isolated from
solution. To achieve the high alpha spectra peak energy resolutions needed for isotopic
screening, the sample must be prepared sufficiently thin (less than a few micrometers) and over a
flat, uniform surface to avoid alpha particle energy losses before reaching the detector.
Procedures for source preparation include direct evaporation, coprecipitation, and
electrodeposition, with the latter two procedures being the most well-established22. Direct
evaporation is the simplest source preparation method for alpha spectrometry and involves
depositing a Pu-bearing solution onto a smooth disk or planchette to dry. Direct evaporation
works well in combination with LLE, as the Pu-bearing solvent can be transferred directly to a
planchette. The main drawback of direct evaporation is that it leads to poor Pu adherence and a
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non-uniform distribution of Pu aggregates, which can result in poor alpha spectra peak energy
resolutions23. Coprecipitation can be utilized for source preparation by using a flat sheet
membrane to collect the precipitate by filtration, but care must be taken to disperse the
precipitate uniformly across the membrane surface. Standard procedures for LaF3 and NdF3
coprecipitation allow for relatively quick preparation of a Pu source (within a few hours) for
alpha spectrometry and achieve sufficient peak energy resolutions, but their reliance on
hydrofluoric acid and other chemicals makes them ill-suitable for fieldwork24. Electrodeposition
remains the routine method for source preparation and can achieve peak energy resolutions as
low as 10 keV FHWM; although, resolutions from 15 to 60 keV FWHM often are observed
depending on the quality of the sample and the alpha spectrometer25. Plutonium electrolyte
solutions are prepared (typically with a hydroxide, sulfate, or acetate buffer) and placed in a cell
containing a cathode (steel or platinum) plate and a stirring anode. Deposition occurs by
electrolysis and creates a smooth coating of positively charged Pu ions onto the surface of the
cathode plate. This process is non-selective and requires that the Pu solution is free of other
alpha-emitting cations as they will be co-deposited.

1.2 New approaches to alpha spectrometry source preparation using polymer-ligand films
The development of innovative methods to prepare Pu samples for alpha spectrometry
has been an active area of research for the past few years. New designs focus on combining Pu
separation and source preparation into a single step greatly reducing the time needed to prepare
an alpha spectrometry source26-29. Recent advances have utilized functionalized polymer thin
films containing ligands that can extract Pu and other alpha-emitting radionuclides from water.
Designs for Pu-extractive polymer ligand films borrow similar ligand chemistries from
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conventional extractive chromatography or ion-exchange resins; and, by casting the films
sufficiently thin and smooth, they can serve directly as an alpha spectrometry source.
Shown in Figure 1.2, schemes for developing polymer-ligand films generally fall into
two categories. The first physically immobilizes a ligand within a polymer film by either casting
a polymer-ligand solution into a film or by swelling a premade polymer film with a solventligand mixture (much like the conditioning of an EC resin). The latter approach is the simpler of
the two and provides flexibility when choosing which ligands to incorporate into the film. This
approach has been explored primarily with extractive ligands used in commercial EC resins.
Gonzáles and Peterson used this method to incorporate bis(2-ethylhexyl)methanediphosponic
acid (commercially known as Dipex®) into polystyrene (PS) films for the extraction and alpha
screening of aqueous 238Pu and 243Am5. The PS-Dipex® thin films were prepared by dissolving
the polymer and ligand in tetrahydrofuran, followed by casting the solution onto stainless steel
planchettes and drying. Batch uptake studies were performed by exposing the PS-Dipex® films
for 2 h to 100 mL solutions bearing 0.25 pCi/mL (0.55 DPM/mL) of 238Pu and 243Am each. The
results showed that the PS-Dipex® films recovered 30% and 46% of 238Pu from solutions
consisting of 0.1 M nitric acid (HNO3) and 0.1 M hydrochloric acid (HCl), and recovered 22% of
243

Am at both acid conditions. Furthermore, alpha spectra peak energy resolutions achieved by

the PS-Dipex® films after 16 h alpha counts ranged from 19 to 88 keV FWHM, rivaling typical
resolutions seen in electrodeposited sources. This approach was used in a later study to develop
polymer-ligand films composed of PS and di-2-ethyhexyl phosphoric acid (HDEHP)27. It was
found that the PS-HDEHP films achieved high 239Pu uptake from solutions containing 0.1 M
nitric acid. While films containing a HDEHP:PS ratio of 1:2 (wt/wt) achieved the highest 239Pu
recovery (~68% from 0.1 M HNO3), the alpha spectra exhibited peak tailing of approximately
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305.19 ± 5.84 keV. However, films composed of a 1:5 ratio resulted in reasonably high recovery
(~59%) at the same conditions and a sharp 239Pu peak with little tailing.

Figure 1.2 – Two approaches to developing Pu-extractive polymer ligand films: (1) mixing a
ligand into a polymer matrix to physically immobilize it and (2) chemically grafting the ligand to
the polymer backbone.
The second approach to forming an extractive thin film on a substrate is by chemically
grafting an extractive ligand to or from its surface. Techniques such as atom transfer (ATRP) or
free radical polymerization allow for ligand monomers to be grafted from a reactive substrate.
Compared to the first approach, grafted ligand films do not suffer from performance loss due to
ligand leaching out of the film. The drawbacks to chemically grafted films are that they are more
difficult to fabricate and usually require post-modification to a pre-cast polymer thin film or
substrate. Ligand and substrate selections also are limited as the components need to have
reactive functional groups to utilize for grafting. Following this approach, Mhatre et al. used UVinduced radical polymerization to graft poly(bis[2-(metachryoyloxymethyl)ethyl] phosphate)
(poly(BMEP)) films from glass for Pu sorption and screening via alpha spectrometry and track
radiography28. The thin films recovered up to 94 % of Pu4+ from solutions containing 0.3 M
HNO3 and the authors showed that Pu selectivity increased over UO22+ and Am3+ when the
solution was highly acidified (3 M HNO3). Cycling studies indicated that the poly(BMEP) films
could be reused for Pu sorption after a wash step without a significant loss in Pu recovery, and
10

the films resulted in alpha spectra peak energy resolutions ranging from roughly 20 to 40 keV
FWHM.

1.3 Extractive membranes for the direct filtration and screening of Pu in water
Functionalized membranes are a promising next step in the development of rapid alpha
spectrometry tools for Pu screening. Shown in Figure 1.3, a membrane surface can be modified
so that Pu is concentrated when filtering trace-level Pu solutions. After filtration, the membranes
can be used directly as an alpha spectrometry source for Pu isotopic screening. Like glass, steel
or silicon substrates, membranes provide a smooth enough surface to attain high alpha
spectrometry peak energy resolution, and have the added benefit of being able to collect Pu from
large volumes of solution in a short period of time. Unlike conventional coprecipitation schemes
where the precipitate is captured on a membrane filter, an extractive membrane would not
require hydrofluoric acid or other caustic chemicals for solution pretreatment and would make
the new sample approach suitable for field use.
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Figure 1.3 – Modified composite membrane composed of a Pu-extractive thin film supported on
an ultrafiltration membrane for the simultaneous concentration and screening of waterborne Pu.
Tailoring a membrane surface for Pu retention generally follows the same two
approaches as for polymer-ligand films on solid supports. The simpler approach is to cast a
solution containing a polymer and extractive ligand onto a membrane through direct deposition,
spin- or dip-coating procedures. In their studies of polymer-ligand films containing Dipex®,
Gonzáles et al. demonstrated a method to cast poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) and Dipex® directly
onto a 0.1 µm polypropylene filter29. After batch uptake studies with 242Pu and 241Am spiked
solutions, the coated filters achieved poor alpha spectra peak energy resolutions (251 keV
FWHM) due to the PVP-Dipex® film infiltrating the filter. The adsorption of the radionuclides
into the filter produced broad tailing in the alpha spectra due to alpha particle energy attenuation.
While innovative, their approach failed to recognize the importance of membrane pore size on
performance.
Reactive methods for creating a Pu-extractive membrane generally result in higher peak
energy resolutions as the chemically anchored extractive ligand groups tend to be isolated on the
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surface. Membranes composed of reactive polymers (e.g., polyethersulfone, polyacrylonitrile)
serve as good candidates for grafting via radical polymerization, ATRP, or other reactive
pathways. Polyethersulfone (PES) membranes have been of particular interest as UV-induced
photolysis of the membrane surface allows ligand grafting via radical polymerization. Paul et al.
followed this method to functionalize a PES membrane surface with phosphoric acid 2hydoxyethyl methacrylate ester (HEMP) and 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid
(AMPS)30. Equilibrium batch uptake studies showed that the membranes recovered nearly all
Pu(IV) from synthetic urine, seawater and groundwater sources spiked with 3 M nitric acid and
Pu concentrations at sub-ppb quantities. An alpha spectrum taken of a HEMP-co-AMPS
modified membrane after Pu exposure exhibited a peak energy resolution of approximately 63
keV and was comparable to the resolution of a drop-deposited source (~40 keV). A slight degree
of tailing was observed due to the 1-2 µm thickness of the HEMP-co-AMPS functional layer.
Similar Pu alpha spectra were observed in a later study, where HEMP-co-AMPS was grafted
from PES membranes with 0.1 and 0.2 μm pore diameter31. Plutonium photopeaks from the
grafted membranes resulted in resolutions ranging from 28 to 35 keV, with peak tailing
attributing to 5.11 to 11.43% of the 239/240Pu alpha activity considered over a 300 keV range. In
the same study, Paul et al. further demonstrated a procedure to perform membrane spectrometry
measurements along with isotope dilution (Mem-IDAS) to resolve uncertainties in Pu recovery
measurements. The Mem-IDAS approach allowed for reasonably accurate Pu activity
measurements without needing near-complete recovery of Pu from the solution and would allow
for quantification of Pu-bearing solutions at trace-levels or mixed oxidation states. Despite the
advances made by these studies, surprisingly none attempted to concentrate Pu by filtration
through the membrane.
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While the previously mentioned studies performed batch uptake experiments to quantify
Pu recovery and recovery of other alpha-emitters, research by Duval et al. has demonstrated the
performance of modified membranes for alpha spectrometry in a direct filtration system32. PES
membranes were functionalized for uranium extraction by chemically grafting a copolymer
composed of ethylene glycol methacrylate phosphate and N,N’-methylenebis(acylamide)
(poly(EGMP-co-N-MBA)) from the membrane surface. These membranes ranged in molecular
weight cutoffs (MWCO) from 30 to 100 kDa, and it was observed that the permeabilities of the
membranes did not decrease significantly by the copolymer grafting. Uranium uptake studies
were performed by filtering a DI water solution containing 10 Bq of 233U through the modified
membranes. No observable trends were observed in 233U recovery or peak energy resolution as a
function of membrane MWCO, and the modified membranes achieved high 233U peak energy
resolutions ranging from 20 to 27 keV FWHM, comparable to electrodeposited sources.
Uranium-233 recovery was also sufficiently high for the membranes and ranged from 81 to 88 %
from DI water at pH 6. When the filtration experiments were repeated with a 233U-spiked
simulated groundwater solution, the modified membranes exhibited a recovery of 81 ± 4 % and
peak energy resolutions of 31 ± 2 keV FWHM, indicating that the extractive membranes were
capable of preconcentrating uranium in the presence of other competing ions. A final filtration
experiment was performed with simulated groundwater spiked with a depleted uranium source
(composed of 238U and 234U), and the resulting alpha spectra exhibited distinguishable peaks at
~4200 keV (238U) and ~4800 keV (234U).
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1.4 Exploring new approaches to developing Pu-extractive membranes
The aim of this dissertation was to advance the development of Pu-extractive thin films
and membranes for rapid alpha spectrometry source preparation. Compared to previous studies,
the extractive membranes presented throughout this dissertation were functionalized using
approaches that readily can be scaled to membrane discs of various sizes and, in one case, even
for commercial production of membrane rolls. In Chapters 2 and 3, spin coating was used to cast
sub-micron extractive films onto silicon wafers and ultrafiltration membrane supports. Chapter 4
details the development of a functional graft copolymer that can be used as an additive to cast
membranes for Pu extraction, foregoing the need for additional membrane modification. This
section provides details on these coating and casting methods, as well as the reasoning behind the
selection of extractive ligands and monomers used throughout my research.

1.4.1 Spin coating of polymer-ligand and copolymer films onto a membrane support
Spin coating is a procedure used to coat a uniform thin film onto a surface with
thicknesses ranging from a few nanometers to micrometers. To produce a polymer thin film
coating, a casting solution containing a polymer and solvent is deposited onto a rotating flat
substrate fixed to the chuck of a spin coater. The spin coater rotates the substrate at a set rate, and
as the substrate spins, the polymer-solvent solution is driven to the edge due to centrifugal
forces. During the spin cycle, the solvent will evaporate as the casting solution spreads across the
substrate and leaves behind a thin polymer layer. Several parameters control the final thickness
of the polymer film, but the process is easily tunable by controlling the polymer concentration
and spin speed. For conventional polymer thin films, film thickness will vary inversely
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proportional to the square root of the spin speed and to the second power of the polymer
concentration in the casting solution33.
Spin coating is ideal for developing Pu-extractive composite membranes as the submicron thin coating would reduce alpha spectra peak tailing due to energy attenuation and limit
the expected reduction in membrane permeability from the additional surface coating. Chapter 2
presents findings that demonstrate that Pu-extractive polymer-ligand films could be cast with
thicknesses that ranged from 50 to 250 nm in thickness and that the films could achieve high
alpha spectra peak energy resolutions. In Chapter 3 research, a spin coating procedure was used
to cast poly(EGMP-co-4-methylstyrene) films onto an ultrafiltration membrane support using a
modified acrylic fixture to hold the membrane flat onto the chuck of a spin coater (Figure 1.4).
While membranes and porous supports are atypical substrates for spin coating, this casting
method provides a simple and effective way to develop functional composite membranes and has
been explored for a broad range of applications, including gas separations, pervaporation, fouling
reduction, and fuel cell development34-38.
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A

B

Figure 1.4 – PVDF ultrafiltration membranes before (A) and after (B) spin coating with a
polymer solution consisting of toluene and poly(EGMP-co-4-methylstyrene). Membranes were
held in place using an acrylic holder that exposed a 50 mm diameter surface for deposition.
Rhodamine B was added to the casting solution to provide a colorimetric indicator of the coating.

1.4.2 Preparing Pu-extractive graft copolymers through free-radical and atom transfer radical
polymerization
I explored two polymerization methods for creating Pu-extractive polymers. In Chapter 3,
copolymers containing phosphoric acid and phosphate diester pendant groups were produced in
bulk using thermally induced free-radical polymerization. Free-radical polymerization of vinyl
monomers consists of three steps: initiation, propagation, and termination. Initiation involves the
generation of a free radical to kickstart the reaction. Generally, formation of the free radical is
accomplished by a decomposition of a peroxide (such as benzoyl peroxide, used in Chapter 3) or
azo compound through heat or UV radiation. The free radical reacts with a vinyl monomer and
transfers its single electron to the double bond of the vinyl monomer. Propagation commences
when the newly formed radical monomer subsequently reacts with another monomer and
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continues to grow in length. Finally, termination occurs when two growing polymer chains
combine to form a single nonreactive chain, or when radical disproportionation leaves one chain
saturated and the other unsaturated39a.
The free-radical polymerization procedure outlined in Chapter 3 to synthesize Puextractive copolymers required minimal experimental preparation and facilitated testing of
different combinations of comonomers at varying monomer ratios. However, the lack of control
of the polymerization was an issue for copolymers containing EGMP. Due to the high content of
a vinyl diester in the commercial monomer, copolymers containing EGMP exhibited significant
cross-linking when synthesized by free-radical polymerization. This limited the fraction of
EGMP that could be used to produce a copolymer suitable for spin coating. I hypothesized that
an alternative, controlled polymerization approach such as atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP) may be more suitable for producing a castable EGMP copolymer. In ATRP, chain
growth is mediated using a redox active metal-ligand catalyst. The polymerization begins when
the metal catalyst strips a halogen atom off an alkyl halide initiator to form a radical. The newly
formed radical can react with vinyl monomers, and chain propagation continues in the same
manner as free radical polymerization. The polymerization reaction can be controlled by
changing the redox state of the metal catalyst. Oxidizing the catalyst leads to activation and
causes the formation of the radical, while reducing the catalyst (deactivation) results in the
transfer of the halogen atom back to the growing radical polymer chain38b.
Larger compounds containing reactive groups (generally alkyl bromide and chloride side
groups) can serve as “macroinitiators” for ATRP grafting. Through a similar methodology,
Chapter 4 presents a “grafting from” ATRP method using polyvinylidene (PVDF) as a
macroinitiator to grow poly(EGMP) side chains from. The synthesis of PVDF-based graft
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copolymers was pioneered by researchers working under the direction of the late Dr. Anne
Mayes at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Prior to their studies, it was believed that PVDF
would be ill-suited for direct ATRP grafting as the carbon-fluoride bond would be too strong to
break. In their 2002 study, amphiphilic graft copolymers were prepared by grafting
poly(oxyethylene methacrylate) (POEM) and poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PtBMA) from a
PVDF anchor40. While grafting by ATRP yielded low monomer conversions (20% for PVDF-gPOEM and 42% for PVDF-g-PtBMA), the study proved that the copolymerization was possible.
They further demonstrated the practicality of the PVDF-g-POEM for use as a functional
membrane additive. When PVDF membranes were cast with 5-10 wt% PVDF-g-POEM, the
amphiphilic copolymer migrated to the surface as the membrane formed and created a foulingresistant surface. In a later article, Inceoglu et al. performed preliminary kinetics studies of
ATRP grafting of amphiphilic copolymers and observed monomer conversions as high as 66%
for PVDF-g-MMA (methyl methacrylate) and 32% for PVDF-g-POEM. Differential scanning
calorimetry and atomic force microscopy of the PVDF-g-POEM polymer indicated the presence
of two separate microphases in the samples and provided further evidence that the
polymerization of the bifunctional polymer was successful41.

1.4.3 Casting extractive copolymer membranes through nonsolvent induced phase inversion
In Chapter 4, results will be presented on the fabrication of PVDF membranes containing
10% PVDF-g-EGMP, which were cast through a technique known as nonsolvent induced phase
separation (NIPS). Figure 1.5 shows an example of a NIPS procedure for PVDF membranes.
The NIPS process begins by preparing a membrane casting solution composed of the bulk
polymer, solvent, and other additives. The casting solution is spread across a smooth plate with a
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doctor blade to control the thickness of the film. Next, the plate is submerged into a bath
containing a nonsolvent. Here, the term “nonsolvent” refers its insolubility to the polymer, and
not the solvent in the casting solution. As the plate is submerged, the nonsolvent displaces the
casting solvent in the film and cause a phase inversion – i.e., the formation of a polymer-rich
phase that solidifies to form the membrane. As the rate of phase inversion changes throughout
the depth of the casted film, the membranes are left with an asymmetric structure increasing in
pore size from top to bottom42.

Figure 1.5 – Procedure for casting a PVDF membrane through nonsolvent induced phase
separation (NIPS). In this example, dimethylformamide (DMF) is used as the solvent in the
liquid PVDF casting solution, and water is used as the nonsolvent.
Compared to other membrane casting procedures, NIPS was chosen for the PVDF-gEGMP membranes in Chapter 4 as the nonsolvent potentially could drive PVDF-g-EGMP to the
membrane surface during phase separation. Due to the amphiphilic structure of PVDF-g-EGMP,
I hypothesized that the hydrophilic EGMP chains would be drawn (bloom) to the surface-water
interface when submerged in water as the nonsolvent. Ideally, concentrating the Pu-extractive
copolymer on the membrane surface would improve alpha spectrometry peak energy resolutions.
This phenomenon was heavily explored by the Mayes group towards the development of
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amphiphilic graft copolymer additives for fouling-resistant membranes40,41,43,44. Prior to their
work on PVDF-based graft copolymers, Hester et al. cast PVDF membranes with poly(MMA-rPOEM)45. The studies showed that when the membranes were cast through a NIPS procedure,
poly(MMA-r-POEM) would migrate to the surface of the PVDF membrane and reduce protein
adsorption. Surface concentrations of the comb additive increased when the membranes were
cast into a water bath at an elevated temperature of 90 °C. In the study of PVDF-g-POEM
additives by Hester et al., X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis indicated that PVDFg-POEM would migrate to the surface of the membrane upon casting through NIPS. Membranes
cast from a solution containing 5 wt% PVDF-g-POEM exhibited copolymer concentrations of 42
wt% at the surface and 3.4 wt% within the bulk of the membrane.

1.4.4 Selection of Pu-extractive ligands and monomers used throughout the dissertation
Table 1.3 summarizes the Pu-extractive ligands and monomers used throughout my
dissertation research. In Chapter 2, polymer-ligand films consisted of PS with dibenzoylmethane
(DBM), thenoyltrifluoroacetone (HTTA) and di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP). These
ligands were chosen as they are available commercially and have been used extensively for
actinide solvent extractions. All three ligands can form coordination complexes with Pu at their
C=O or P=O sites and follow the same order in their extraction affinity for Pu oxidation states
(Pu(IV) > Pu(VI) ~ Pu(III) > Pu(V)). Both HTTA and HDEHP are used in Pu extractions from
highly acidified solutions. HTTA is one of the oldest studied ligands for Pu extractions, and its
affinity to tri-, tetra- and hexavalent oxidation states can be changed through pH adjustments.
However, HTTA solubility increases above pH 4, making it less suitable for solvent extractions
at circumneutral pH conditions47,48. The low solubility of DBM in water makes it more favorable
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for Pu extraction at neutral pH conditions and is capable of extracting Pu(IV) and Pu(VI) from
pH 4 to 846,47. HDEHP is an organophosphorus ligand with a similar structure to tri-N-butyl
phosphate (used in the PUREX process) but with better resistance to radiolysis in high activity
solutions. HDEHP is used primarily in redox speciation procedures to extract Pu(IV) and Pu(VI),
and works well with solutions containing nitric acid in concentrations of 0.1 M or greater27,49,50.
The phosphate monomers used in Chapters 3 and 4 were chosen for their ability to be
polymerized through free-radical polymerization or ATRP. Like HDEHP or TBP, the phosphate
groups in vinylphosphonic acid (VPA), diethyl allyl phosphate (DEAP), and EGMP have the
potential to coordinate with Pu ions at the P=O site50. VPA and DEAP were selected to compare
differences between a phosphoric acid group and a phosphate diester. While the phosphate
diester group in DEAP can serve only as a coordination site, the phosphoric acid group in EGMP
and VPA can serve as a coordination site and impart ion-exchange functionality to the copolymer
(EGMP: pKa1 = 1.6, pKa2 = 6.6; VPA: pKa1 = 2.6, pKa2 = 7.3). While reactive monomer ligands
bearing phosphate and phosphoric acid groups have been explored for the extraction of U(IV,VI)
and trivalent lanthanides, their ability to extract Pu from water has been less well studied51,52.
EGMP is an exception–researchers led by Dr. Ashok Pandey at the Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre in Mumbai, India have extensively studied material supports bearing EGMP for Pu
uptake and screening53-55. These materials are highly capable of extracting Pu from solution and
can be tailored for Pu selectivity over other competing actinides. Most prior studies were
performed for applications where the solutions are highly acidified (such as for high level waste),
or in solutions pretreated to be favorable for Pu extraction (consisting of Pu(IV)). My studies
were designed to move away from acidic solution conditions and to determine if membranes
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composed of EGMP-based copolymers could extract Pu during direct filtration from solutions at
circumneutral pH values.
Table 1.3 – Extractive ligands and monomers used throughout the dissertation for developing
Pu-extractive thin films and membranes.

1.5 Dissertation outline
The aim of this dissertation was to explore new approaches in developing extractive thin
films membranes for the rapid detection and isotopic screening of waterborne Pu. The
dissertation discusses the use of novel spin coating procedures and Pu-extractive additives that
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provide simple and effective means for creating functional membranes that can concentrate Pu
and serve in-situ as an alpha spectrometry source.
The introduction chapter expressed the need for rapid and fieldable forensics tools for Pu
screening and detailed the progression of Pu-extractive polymer thin films and membranes. The
chapter outlined plutonium’s unique solution chemistry and the traditional separation and source
preparation methods involved for alpha spectrometry. An overview of spin coating and
nonsolvent induced phase separation were given, as well as the rationale behind the
polymerization techniques and Pu-extractive components used throughout my dissertation
research.
Chapter 2 examines the use of spin coating to cast sub-micron thin films composed of
polystyrene and Pu-extractive ligands and evaluates their effectiveness to concentrate Pu from
varying solution conditions.
Chapter 3 details findings on the use of spin coating to cast Pu-extractive copolymers
onto an ultrafiltration membrane support. Pu uptake studies were performed for copolymers
containing phosphate-based terminal groups, and alpha spectrometry measurements were taken
from coated thin film composite membranes after direct filtration of Pu-bearing solutions.
Chapter 4 details the development of a graft copolymer additive that functionalizes PVDF
membranes for Pu extraction when cast through nonsolvent induced phase separation. Direct
filtration measurements were performed with the copolymer membranes, and Pu uptake was
evaluated at circumneutral pH conditions as well as from synthetic seawater.
Chapter 5 summarizes the findings and draws some conclusions from my dissertation
research. Recommendations for future studies are discussed, including methods to improve the
design of Pu-extractive copolymers and membranes.
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CHAPTER TWO
FUNCTIONALIZED POLYMER THIN FILMS FOR PLUTONIUM CAPTURE AND
ISOTOPIC SCREENING FROM AQUEOUS SOURCES
[As published in Analytical Chemistry 2020, 92, with minor revisions]

2.1 Introduction
The development of novel detection and screening methods for special nuclear materials
is essential for advancing nuclear forensics and nonproliferation efforts. Of particular interest for
such investigations are analytical methods that can discern the isotopic ratios of waterborne
plutonium rapidly and accurately to uncover the source or intended use for the radiological
sample.
Despite the need, techniques for isolating and concentrating Pu from groundwater are
often time-consuming and require offsite laboratory work. Direct measurement of waterborne Pu
is challenging due to its inherently low solubility in groundwater (approximately 10-10 to 10-12 M
for most Pu oxides), as well as its speciation among four oxidation states (III-VI) depending on
the solution conditions57. Prior to isotopic determination, separation techniques such as ionexchange chromatography or liquid-liquid extraction are required to purify Pu from
environmental samples and concentrate it to detectable limits.
The analytical methods generally used for isotopic determination of Pu are alpha and
gamma spectrometry, and mass spectrometry such as TIMS (thermal ionization mass
spectrometry) and ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry)23,58a. Scintillation
and semiconductor detectors for gamma spectrometry are used widely for field surveying of
radioisotopes, but determination of isotopic ratios for trace-level U and Pu isotopes can be
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challenging due to background gamma radiation59. Alpha spectrometry is a practical tool for
discerning heavy alpha-emitting radionuclides, but samples have to be concentrated and prepared
through methods such as evaporation, co-precipitation, and electrodeposition to obtain spectra
with high peak energy resolution (20-60 keV full width at half maximum, FWHM)60,61. Mass
spectrometry methods like ICP-MS and TIMS can provide isotopic abundances of U and Pu
isotopes down to levels as low as 10 ppb, but the size of the instruments and the sample
preparation methods involved do not lend well to on-site surveying62. Thus, there remains a
technology gap for methods to rapidly isolate and concentrate Pu from water for testing in the
field.
In recent studies, functionalized polymer films and thin-film composite membranes have
been demonstrated for the extraction and screening of various radioisotopes in water26,32,63-65.
Combined with alpha spectrometry, these substrates greatly reduce the time involved for isotopic
screening by combining purification, concentration and sample mounting steps. Approaches to
developing the functionalized polymer thin films fall into two general categories, the first being
physical immobilization or encapsulation of extractive ligands into a polymer matrix, akin to
how an extractive chromatography resin is formed. Polymer-ligand films of this type can be
prepared by casting, spin or dip coating techniques. Of particular relevance to the current study,
solution casting was utilized by Boukhalfa et al.66 to study how well polymer-ligand films
containing Dipex® could extract plutonium and americium from solutions at various conditions
using batch contact. Pu spiked solutions containing 0.1 M nitric acid exhibited 238Pu recoveries
of 24  9% and 243Am recoveries of 20  5%. Treatment of plutonium solutions with sodium
nitrite significantly reduced the recovery of 238Pu to 2  1 %, which was attributed to the
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complexity of oxidation states for Pu and the possibility of nonequilibrium among the oxidation
states.
The second approach is formation of a functional thin film on a substrate by chemical
modification. Films of this type can be prepared by chemical reaction between the ligand and
substrate and various methods of graft polymerization31,67-70. Graft polymerization lends itself
well to substrates composed of photo-reactive polymers such as polyethersulfone (PES), where
the sulfur linkages can be cleaved under ultraviolet radiation to form radical sites for ligand
grafting68. Paul et al.31 followed this method to graft polymers of phosphoric acid 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate ester and 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulphonic acid from commercial PES
membranes for the extraction and quantification of Pu using isotope dilution alpha spectrometry.
They found that Pu(IV) recovery from a 3 M HNO3 accounted for 86  3% of the binding
capacity of the grafted membranes. The membranes were highly selective for Pu(IV) over
Am(III) and U(VI). FWHM for the alpha spectra of the Pu loaded on the grafted membranes
were 28-35 keV and were comparable to sources evaporated onto planchettes; however,
significant tail contributions occurred in the grafted membranes due to Pu ions bound within the
1-1.5 μm thick samples. Duval et al.13 developed a UV-grafting method to modify PES
ultrafiltration membranes with an extractive layer comprised of ethylene glycol methacrylate
phosphate for capturing of uranium from groundwater. Using a 50 mL ultrafiltration cell,
solutions spiked with 233U were passed through the modified membranes, and the resulting
uranium recoveries ranged from 81 to 88 % for both deionized and simulated groundwater
samples. After filtration, the membranes were removed from the flow cell and placed in a custom
sample holder for counting by alpha spectrometry. Energy resolutions were comparable to
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standard sample mounting methods and allowed for the rapid capturing and discrimination of
234

U and 238U peaks in groundwater spiked with depleted uranium.
While these recent studies show the capability of functionalized polymer films to extract

and screen for radioisotopes, little has been done to understand how film thicknesses or ligand
distribution affect recovery and isotopic analysis. Additionally, prior studies on the extraction
and screening of Pu isotopes from water using polymer-ligand films used highly acidic
conditions to reduce Pu to favorable oxidation states. Even though recovery of Pu can be
considerable at such conditions, they do not lend well to field surveys of contaminated
groundwater sources. A better understanding is needed of polymer-ligand film performance at
pH values >6.0 that are typical for groundwater systems.
The aim of this study was to fill these knowledge gaps and guide the development of
improved polymer-ligand thin films for the extraction of plutonium at ultra-trace levels in water.
To attain this objective, we prepared sub-micron thin polymer-ligand films that varied in
thickness and evaluated them for extraction of plutonium from solutions at pH 2.3 and 6.3. For
the pH 6.3 the oxidation state of plutonium was adjusted to 90  5 % Pu(V) using a method
developed by Conroy et al.50. Three extractive ligands were chosen based on their ability to bind
to actinides from solution: thenoyltrifluoroacetone, dibenzoylmethane, and di(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphoric acid27,71,72. Distribution of the ligand within the polymer films was investigated using
angle-resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AR-XPS) to examine whether the ligand was
evenly dispersed throughout the thickness of the film, or if concentration gradients formed within
the films. Analysis of alpha spectrometry pulse height spectra revealed the effects of film
thickness on peak energy resolution. Results from this work are being used to guide the
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development of a membrane-based detection platform for the rapid, accurate screening analysis
of waterborne Pu in the field.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Materials
The following chemicals were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St. Louis, MO, USA): 4benzoyl-3-methyl-1-phenyl-2-pyrazolin-5-one (PMPB, 99%); dibenzoylmethane (DBM, 98%);
di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid (HDEHP, 98%); methanol (99.5%); polystyrene (PS, Mw =
192,000 Da); sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 95-98%); sodium nitrite ( >99%); thenoyltrifluoroacetone
(HTTA, 99%); toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%). Chemicals purchased from Fisher Scientific
included nitric acid (HNO3, 65% w/w), hydrogen peroxide (30% w/w); n-heptane (99%); sodium
hydroxide (NaOH, 97%).
Round 25.4 mm silicon wafers (SSP prime-grade 500-550 μm <110>) were purchased
from Nova Electronic Materials (Flower Mound, TX, USA). Type-1 deionized water was
produced using a Millipore Milli-Q Reference water purification system (Darmstadt, Germany).

2.2.2 Preparation of Pu solutions
242

Pu solutions were prepared from a concentrated 4.327 μM 242Pu stock solution (New

Brunswick Lab, CRM 130) in 1 M HNO3 and 1 mM NaNO2. Aliquots of the solution were
diluted to an activity of approximately 5 Bq/mL 242Pu (1.40 × 10-7 M), and were subsequently
pH adjusted with 0.1 M solutions of HNO3 and NaOH. After pH adjustments, final pH for the
two solutions were 2.31 and 6.27, with 242Pu activities of 6.16  2.0 Bq/mL and 4.31  0.12
Bq/mL, respectively.
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For the Pu(V) study, a 5 Bq/mL (3.33 × 10-11 M) 238Pu solution was prepared by dilution from a
10 μCi/g (370 kBq/mL) NIST traceable 238Pu stock (Eckert & Ziegler, Valencia, CA, USA
#1556-59) in 4M HNO3. After dilution, final activity of the 238Pu solution was measured to be
3.12  0.30 Bq/mL, with a pH of 2.38  0.50. The pH of the solution was adjusted to a value
between 3.5 and 4.5 by adding dropwise additions of 0.1 and 0.01 M NaOH solutions. Following
pH adjustment, the solution was placed in a gas scrubber and treated with O3 gas over the course
of 3 d. Periodically, the oxidation state of the solution was measured using a solvent extraction
method50 until the solution was greater than 90% Pu(V). These measurements were taken over
the course of the batch uptake experiments to ensure that the Pu(V) content stayed within the
range of 90  5 %. The oxidation states for the Pu solutions are given in Table A-1.

2.2.3 Spin coating polymer-ligand films on silicon wafers
Polymer-ligand solutions were prepared by dissolving 2 g of PS into toluene under gentle
stirring. DBM, HDEHP, and HTTA ligands were added to the polymer solution and stirred for
24 h to ensure complete dissolution. PS-ligand solutions were prepared with ligand loadings of
0.62 mmol/g PS and 1.24 mmol/g PS.
Prior to spin coating, Si wafers were cleaned for 30 min in piranha solution at 85 °C.
Safety warning: Piranha solution is a strong oxidizer that is extremely corrosive to skin and
respiratory tract. The piranha solution was prepared by carefully adding one part (v/v) 30%
hydrogen peroxide to three parts concentrated sulfuric acid. The hydrogen peroxide solution was
dripped slowly into the sulfuric acid using a burette to avoid boiling during the highly
exothermic mixing. The Si wafers were rinsed with DI water and dried with a Kimwipe. After
cleaning, a Si wafer was placed on a vacuum chuck of Laurell Technologies Corporation (North
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Wales, PA, USA) WS-650MZ-23NPP spin coater and lightly wiped with a Kimwipe wetted with
methanol to remove dust particles. The spin coater was set to the target spin speed from 1000
RPM to 2500 RPM and allowed to stabilize for 60 s. Once the sample reached the target spin
speed, 75 μL of the PS-ligand solution was deposited onto its surface, and the sample was spun
for at least 90 s to ensure that the film dried completely. Afterwards, the sample was removed
from the spin coater and allowed to air dry for 24 h to ensure that any residual toluene was
removed. Film thicknesses were varied by adjusting the spin rate and volume fraction of toluene
in the polymer-ligand solutions.

2.2.4 Film thickness measurements
Polymer-ligand film thicknesses were measured using a Beaglehole Instruments
(Wellington, New Zealand) single wavelength, multi-angle Picometer Ellipsometer.
Measurements were taken at three points 1 cm from the center of the samples using a polarized
632 nm He-Ne laser passed through a birefringence modulator. The incidence angle was varied
from 60° to70° using 1° increments for each measurement location. Raw data were processed by
fitting to a 2-parameter Cauchy model using IgorPro software v4.0A with both film thickness
and refractive index selected as adjustable parameters. The fitting procedure required initial input
values for thickness and refractive index. Initial estimates for film thickness were 100 nm and 50
nm for the thick and thin samples and a refractive index of 1.59 for polystyrene73 was used as the
initial estimate for all samples. The software adjusted the film thickness and refractive index
model parameters to minimize χ2. For these measurements, χ2 values were found to be ≤ 0.05.
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2.2.5 Pu batch uptake studies
Polymer-ligand samples were placed flat in a petri dish, with the film layer facing
upwards. Two milliliters of the Pu solutions were pipetted onto the surface of the films, creating
a sessile drop of solution that encompassed the entire surface. Importantly, the solution was
retained exclusively on the silicon wafer surface and did not come into contact with any
container surfaces. For the pH studies, solutions were retained on the films for 3 h, while
samples exposed to the 238Pu(V) solution were contacted for 5 h. The films were rinsed with DI
water to remove residual 238Pu(V) solution and dried in air for 10 min prior to being counted via
alpha spectrometry. Pu recovery was calculated as the quotient of the Pu activity bound to the
surface of the films measured by alpha spectrometry and the initial Pu activity of the solution.
Error in percent recovery was determined by propagation of uncertainties for single samples.
Details on these calculations and the equations for percent recovery and its associated error can
be found in Appendix B.

2.2.6 Alpha spectrometry measurements
Alpha spectrometry analysis of the thin film samples was performed using an Ortec 7401
alpha spectrometer (Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA) with a 450 mm2 passivated ion silicon detector
(PIPS). Energy and efficiency calibrations were performed using a 30 mm diameter NISTtraceable Eckert & Ziegler electrodeposited source containing known activities of 234U, 238U,
239

Pu, and 241Am. Thin film samples were placed 5 mm from the face of the PIPS detector and

counted for 5 h. Afterwards, the sample was removed and a 5 h background was taken.
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2.2.7 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements
XPS measurements on the PS-HDEHP films were carried out on a Physical Electronics
PHI 5000 VersaProbe III Scanning ESCA Microprobe (Chanhassen, MN, USA) equipped with
an Al Kα Scanning Microprobe X-ray source. The x-ray source was operated at 25 W with a 15
kV beam voltage, leading to a beam size of ~100 μm in diameter. Scans were performed over a
500 × 500 μm area. High resolution spectra for C(1s), P(2p), O(1s), and Si(2p) were observed
over three scans with a pass energy of 69 eV and a 0.125 step size, while survey spectra were
taken at a pass energy of 224 eV and 0.8 step size. Angle-resolved measurements were
performed by setting the sample stage at 90°, 45°, and 15° and taking separate scans at each
angle. Depth-profile analysis was performed using a PHI Electronics 06 Sputter Ion C60 gun to
etch away the PS-HDEHP films. Scans were taken over 15 etch cycles with the ion gun
operating at 20 keV, leading to an etch rate of 0.24  0.02 nm/s. All measurement scans were
taken at pressures above 1×10-6 Pa. Phosphorus weight percentage measurements were taken
from single film samples. Table A-2 reports values from triplicate sample measurements.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Pu uptake studies from pH 2.3 and pH 6.3 solutions
Initial 242Pu uptake studies were performed to screen polystyrene-ligand films with
HDEHP, DBM and HTTA for extracting Pu from solutions at low and circumneutral pH.
Polymer-ligand films were spin coated onto Si wafers using conditions that produced film
thicknesses from 100 to 130 nm. Figure 2.1 presents the overlaid alpha spectra for the four
samples (to include PS without ligand as control) exposed to 5 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH 2.3.
Figure 2.2 presents spectra for the four samples exposed to 5 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH 6.3.
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Table 2.1 summarizes the Pu recoveries for the three polymer-ligand films and the PS control
film measured at both pH conditions.
In both trials, only films containing HDEHP showed appreciable uptake of 242Pu. From
the pH 2.3 solution, recovery of 242Pu by the PS-HDEHP sample was 35.8  1.7%, while the PSDBM and PS-HTTA performed only marginally better than the polystyrene film containing no
ligand. Compared to the low pH trial, 242Pu recovery from the pH 6.3 solution decreased to 10.6
 0.6% for the PS-HDEHP samples. Lower recoveries at the higher pH are due to differences in
the distribution of valence states of Pu in solution; although, the lower recovery may also be due
in part to partial loss of ligand at this pH value (vide infra). HDEHP is selective for metal ions in
a trivalent or tetravalent state; recoveries are higher at lower pH, where Pu exists as Pu(III) and
Pu(IV) in higher proportions74.

Figure 2.1: Alpha spectra of the polymer-ligand films after exposure to 2 mL of a 5 Bq/mL
(1.40 × 10-7 M) 242Pu solution adjusted to pH 2.3. Count time was 5 h.
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Figure 2.2: Alpha spectra of the polymer-ligand films after exposure to 2 mL of a 5 Bq/mL
(1.40 × 10-7 M) 242Pu solution adjusted to pH 6.3. Count time was 5 h.

Table 2.1: 242Pu percent recoveries for the polymer-ligand films and PS control film after
exposure to solutions at low and circumneutral pH conditions.
242Pu

Percent Recovery

Sample ID:
[-]
PS
PS/DBM
PS/HTTA
PS/HDEHP

pH 2.3
[%]
1.1 ± 0.1
2.8 ± 0.2
2.6 ± 0.1
35.8 ± 1.7
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pH 6.3
[%]
0.4 ± 0.1
0.7 ± 0.1
0.1 ± 0.1
10.6 ± 0.6

A second study was performed with the 5 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH 2.3 using PSHDEHP films to observe the effects of film thickness on Pu recovery and alpha spectrometry
resolution. PS-HDEHP films were cast with thicknesses ranging from 30 to 250 nm. We
hypothesized that Pu recovery would increase as the PS-HDEHP films increased in thickness as
more ligand would be present to bind the Pu. We further hypothesized that peak energy
resolutions would decrease (i.e., FWHM would increase) as some of the Pu would be bound
within the polymer-ligand layer, causing loss of alpha particle energy as they passed through the
film. Table 2.2 summarizes the measured Pu recoveries and FWHM peak energy resolution
values for the PS-HDEHP films. Over the range of film thicknesses tested, no trend in Pu
recovery or FWHM was observed with increasing film thickness. It is possible that Pu diffusion
could be affected by the HDEHP distribution within the sample. Ligand near the surface of the
film could sequester Pu within the first few nanometers, limiting further diffusion into the film.
Despite no observable trends, excellent peak energy resolutions were achieved with the PSHDEHP samples with energy resolution as high as 21 keV for the 242Pu peak, rivaling
electrodeposition sample preparation methods for alpha spectrometry. All of the films in Table
2.2 generated 242Pu peaks comprising well over 1000 counts within the 5-h count time,
demonstrating that this detection platform can perform rapid, accurate screening analysis of
waterborne Pu.
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Table 2.2: Film thicknesses of the PS-HDEHP films and the resulting recoveries and FWHM
after exposure to the 242Pu bearing solution adjusted to pH 2.3.
Film Thickness

242Pu

Percent Recovery

242Pu

FWHM

[nm]

[%]

[keV]

35.7 ± 0.2

32.8 ± 1.5

21

45.5 ± 0.6

21.9 ± 1.0

25

67.1 ± 1.3

34.5 ± 1.6

32

99.9 ± 0.6

50.9 ± 2.3

24

125.5 ± 0.8

35.8 ± 1.7

31

179.4 ± 0.8

34.9 ± 1.6

32

209.4 ± 2.8

30.5 ± 1.4

25

254.1 ± 0.1

29.1 ± 1.4

22

2.3.2 Pu(V) uptake study
Another uptake study was performed to test how well the polymer-ligand films can
extract Pu from a solution containing trace-levels of Pu (10-12 M) in which the solution was
composed of mostly Pu(V). In a scenario where Pu is found in ground water, Pu(V) represents
the most mobile oxidation states; whereas Pu(IV) and Pu(VI) are more likely to bind to mineral
surfaces and precipitate out, or form colloidal complexes. 238Pu was chosen for this set of
experiments as its high specific activity produces high enough count rates despite the low molar
concentration in solution. Films were spin coated using conditions that produced “thick” (greater
than 100 nm) and “thin” (less than 100 nm) samples for each polymer-ligand combination.
Despite differences in the ligand used, thicknesses were consistent among the thick and thin
films with values of 123.1 ± 9.4 nm and 31.8 ± 2.0 nm. Similar to the pH experiments, the films
were made with a ligand loading of 0.62 mmol/g.
Table 2.3 lists the 238Pu recoveries for each sample in the Pu(V) study; resulting alpha
spectra for the samples are available in Figure A-1. At these conditions, uptake of Pu was
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extremely low, with recoveries below 1% for all the samples. A second trial was performed with
thick polymer-ligand films made with a ligand loading of 1.24 mmol/g. Table 2.3 summarizes
the Pu recoveries for all samples.
Table 2.3: 238Pu recovery from a Pu(V) solution for thick (123.1 ± 9.4 nm) and thin (31.8 ± 2.0
nm) polymer-ligand films with 0.62 mmol/g loading, as well as thick films with 1.24 mmol/g
loading.
Sample ID
[-]
Thin PS
Thick PS
Thin PS/DBM
Thick PS/DBM
Thick PS/DBM (1.24 mmol/g)
Thin PS/HTTA
Thick PS/HTTA
Thick PS/HTTA (1.24 mmol/g)
Thin PS/HDEHP
Thick PS/HDEHP
Thick PS/HDEHP (1.24 mmol/g)

238Pu

Recovery
[%]
0.05 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.02
0.16 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.03
0.11 ± 0.02
0.04 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.03
0.33 ± 0.04
0.22 ± 0.03
7.00 ± 0.19

While increasing the ligand loading for the PS-DBM and PS-HTTA films did not result
in higher recoveries of Pu, the higher loading in the PS-HDEHP film resulted in an appreciable
recovery of 7.0  0.19%. Spectra for the PS-HDEHP films presented in Figure 2.3 illustrate the
increase in Pu recovery attained by the two-fold increase in the ligand loading, where alpha
peaks for the 5499 keV 238Pu, as well as trace amounts of 239Pu/240Pu and 242Pu are visible.
Similar to the pH studies, excellent peak energy resolutions were observed with the PS-HDEHP
film with a FWHM of 32.67 ± 6.67 keV for 238Pu.
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Figure 2.3: Alpha spectra for the PS-HDEHP films with ligand loadings of 0.62 and 1.24
mmol/g following exposure to a 5 Bq/mL (3.33 × 10-11 M) 238Pu(V) solution. Count time was 5
h.
Surprisingly, doubling the HDEHP loading resulted in a more than tenfold increase in the
measured Pu recovery, from 0.22 ± 0.10% for the lower loading to 7.00 ± 0.19 % for the higher
loading. To explain the unexpected large enhancement in Pu recovery using the 1.24 mmol/g
ligand loading, we hypothesized that there was an excess of HDEPH at the surface of the film,
possibly by phase separation due to solubility limits of HDEHP in polystyrene, or due to
blooming of the ligand to the surface to lower the surface free energy (i.e., acting like a
surfactant).

2.3.3 XPS analysis of PS-HDEHP films
To test the surface excess hypothesis, angle-resolved x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(AR-XPS) and C60 etching were used to map out the elemental composition of the PS-HDEHP
films. Films were coated onto Si wafers at HDEHP loadings of 0.62 and 1.24 mmol/g, and the
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film thicknesses were measured using multi-angle ellipsometry. Table 2.4 presents the spin
coating conditions and the resulting film thicknesses (measured in the dry state). Prior to XPS
analysis, one sample at each of the ligand-polymer loadings was wetted by placing a 2 mL
sessile drop of deionized water for time periods from 1 to 12 h. Afterwards, the drop was
removed and the sample was dried completely in air. The purpose of these “wet” samples was to
test whether contact with water was responsible for driving the hydrophilic phosphate group of
HDEHP to the surface.
Table 2.4: Compositions of the PS-HDEHP films used for the XPS study.
Sample ID

Dry Film
Thickness

DI Water
Soak

Spin
Speed

[-]

[nm]

[-]

Dry 0.62 mmol/g
Wet 0.62 mmol/g
Dry 1.24 mmol/g
Wet 1.24 mmol/g

88.8 ± 2.4
90.3 ± 0.2
71.6 ± 1.1
65.8 ± 0.4

No
Yes
No
Yes

Composition

[RPM]

Toluene
[mL]

PS
[g]

HDEHP
[g]

2000
2000
2000
2000

200
200
200
200

2
2
2
2

0.400
0.400
0.800
0.800

AR-XPS measurements of the samples were taken before C60 etching as it provides a
nondestructive analysis of the surface composition of the PS-HDEHP films to a depth of
approximately 10 nm. Measurements were taken at 15°, 45°, and 90° for each of the samples,
and weight percentages were determined for carbon, phosphorus, oxygen, and silicon based on
the binding energies of C1s, P2p, O1s, and Si2p peaks. Silicon was included because it is the
substrate for these samples. Monitoring it provides a way to distinguish the film-substrate
interface. Figure 2.4 shows the weight percentages of the four elements for the dry 1.24 mmol/g
loading; percentages for the other three samples can be found in Figure A-2.
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Figure 2.4: Elemental weight percentages of dry PS-HDEHP film with 1.24 mmol/g ligand
loading measured by AR-XPS.
Figure 2.5 shows the phosphorus weight percentages for all samples. PS-HDEHP films
loaded at 1.24 mmol/g exhibited a significant increase in ligand concentration towards the
surface of the film. At the 15° grazing angle, the phosphorus content was measured at 11.4 wt%
for the dry 1.24 mmol/g sample. This value is slightly higher than the value for pure HDEHP
(9.6 wt%), suggesting that the surface is composed entirely of HDEHP with the phosphoric acid
head group oriented towards the film-air interface. It appears that 1.24 mmol/g loading is above
the solubility limit for HDEHP in PS, resulting in phase separation of excess HDEHP to the
surface. The steep concentration gradient toward the surface further supports this conclusion. PSHDEHP samples soaked in water for 12 h did not result in an increase in ligand concentration
towards the surface of the film, disproving the idea that water was driving the migration of
ligand to the water-polymer interface. Instead, phosphorus concentration dramatically decreased
at the surface of the film for both ligand loadings, meaning that the ligand was leaching out of
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the polystyrene film. HDEHP is slightly soluble in water at neutral pH, with a solubility75 of 182
mg/L at 25 °C. Both the 0.62 and 1.24 mmol/g samples showed a decrease in phosphorus
content, with the wet 0.62 mmol/g HDEHP film showing little to no phosphorus content at the
surface. The 1.24 mmol/g HDEHP film retained some of its ligand at the surface after the 12 h
soak. This result can explain the strong dependence of uptake on ligand loading. When exposed
to solution during batch contact, the films with lower loading were depleted of most of the
HDEHP ligand; whereas films with the higher loading retained some amount of ligand.

Figure 2.5: AR-XPS results of the phosphorus weight percentages for wet and dry PS-HDEHP
samples.
To characterize the HDEHP concentration throughout the entire sample thickness, XPS
measurements were taken after sequential C60 etching steps until the polymer-ligand layer was
etched away, exposing the silicon substrate underneath. Complete etching of the polymer-ligand
films was noted by the drop in the C1s peak (shown in Figure A-3), as well as the broadening of
the P2p peak due to phosphorus doping of the Si wafers and secondary Si photoelectrons of
similar binding energies. In Figure 2.6, XPS spectra for dry PS-HDEHP films at both ligand
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loadings reveal that higher concentrations of HDEHP appear within the first few etched layers of
the sample. Loss of ligand from the film becomes apparent when comparing the spectra for the
dry films to their counterparts soaked in water for 12 h. Figure 2.7 shows the intensity of the
phosphorus P2p peak decreased significantly throughout the wetted films.
A

B

Figure 2.6: XPS spectra for the phosphorus P2p peak for the dry 0.62 mmol/g HDEHP film (A)
and the dry 1.24 mmol/g HDEHP film (B) at each of the C60 etch cycles.
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A

B

Figure 2.7: XPS spectra for the phosphorus P2p peak for the 0.62 mmol/g HDEHP film (A) and
the 1.24 mmol/g HDEHP film (B) soaked in DI water for 12 h at each of the C60 etch cycles.
With the thicknesses known for each of the PS-HDEHP samples, elemental weight
percentages throughout the films were determined and are given in Figure A-4. Figure 2.8
shows phosphorus weight percentages throughout the dry and wet 12 h films for the two ligand
ratios tested; weight percentages for the samples wetted for 1, 3, and 5 h can be found in Figure
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A-5. For all samples, ligand loss occurred within the first hour of contact with water. Within the
first 10 nm of the films, phosphorus content followed a similar trend as seen in the AR-XPS
results, with the dry 1.24 mmol/g film exhibiting a sharp increase in HDEHP towards the surface
of film. Both the films soaked in water appear to be depleted of HDEHP to about 8 nm into the
film; further into the film, phosphorus concentrations increase and level out between 1 and 4
wt%. This corresponds well to the expected phosphorus weight percentages of 1.6 and 3.2 wt%
for the 0.62 and 1.24 mmol/g loadings, respectively. For the dry samples, phosphorus levels
reached similar levels to their wet counterparts beyond approximately 10 nm and 20 nm for the
0.62 and 1.24 mmol/g films, respectively. Based on these results, it can be inferred that both the
0.62 and 1.24 mmol/g ligand loadings were higher than the solubility threshold for HDEHP in
polystyrene, leading to the segregation of a ligand-rich phase towards the surface of the film.
While a significant amount of HDEHP was stripped from samples during the 12 h soak in water,
the increased ligand amount in the 1.24 mmol/g sample led to a higher retention of HDEHP in
the film. From the Pu(V) studies, the increase in Pu recovery observed by the 1.24 mmol/g
HDEHP films likely was due to higher concentrations of ligand present at the film surface.
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Figure 2.8: Phosphorus weight percentages measured for each of the films throughout the depth
of the samples. (Lines are a guide to the eye.) Wet films were contacted with water for 12 h.

2.4 Conclusions
Spin coated polymer-ligand films were studied to better understand the roles played by
film thickness, ligand type and loading on the recovery and isotopic analysis of Pu from various
solution conditions. Among the three polymer-ligand combinations tested, only films containing
di(2-ethylhexyl)-phosphoric acid showed significant uptake of Pu from solutions of low and
circumneutral pH. While no trend was observed between film thickness and Pu recovery, high
alpha spectrometry peak energy resolutions were achieved with polymer-ligand films up to 250
nm in thickness. To simulate groundwater conditions, studies were performed with a
predominately Pu(V) solution at trace-levels, and it was observed that by doubling the ligand
content, Pu recovery increased by an order of magnitude for the PS-HDEHP films. XPS analysis
on the films revealed that HDEHP concentrations were markedly higher near the surface of the
films for the two loadings. It further was discovered that the ligand was being stripped from the
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samples by contact with water. Future efforts will need to investigate ways to covalently
incorporate ligands into the polymer matrix, reducing ligand loss to the surrounding solution and
improving Pu uptake. Findings from this study are being used to develop Pu-selective thin-film
composite membranes for the rapid quantification of Pu in ground water. The thin film coatings
are expected to achieve high Pu recoveries and yield high water permeabilities through the
composite membrane, which are important for high throughput sample concentration and
mounting.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXTRACTIVE THIN-FILM COMPOSITE MEMBRANES FOR THE ISOTOPIC
SCREENING OF PLUTONIUM IN WATER
[As published in Reactive and Functional Polymers 2021, 167, with minor revisions]

3.1 Introduction
Throughout the assembly of a plutonium-based nuclear weapon, the steps involved in
separating and manipulating Pu into a weaponizable form are likely to result in trace levels of
contamination in nearby water sources. The unique signature of the Pu isotopes in a sample can
indicate where and how the Pu is produced and elucidate the intended use for the refined Pu. For
example, the 3-year operation of a commercial 33MWd/t pressurized water reactor will result in
an isotopic distribution of approximately 1.3% 238Pu, 56.6% 239Pu, 23.2% 240Pu, 13.9% 241Pu,
and 4.7% 242Pu at discharge5. Due to its chance of undergoing spontaneous fission, the
appreciable amount of 240Pu produced in a civilian reactor renders any recovered Pu unsuitable
for a fission-type weapon. Therefore, developing a weaponizable form of Pu requires a design
and operation that optimizes the production of 239Pu while minimizing the growth of 240Pu. Due
to the low solubility of Pu in water, the isotopic screening of waterborne Pu requires a multi-step
approach to concentrate Pu to detectable levels. Sample preparation for screening methods such
as alpha spectrometry or thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) requires isolating Pu
from the water source and mounting the Pu onto a planchet or filament for isotopic analysis.
Despite the abundance of well-established actinide isolation and screening methods, most
procedures require off-site analytical work that can be tedious and time consuming60,62. These
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conventional methods often employ strong acids and organic solvents, making on-site
environmental monitoring difficult. A fieldable measurement system that can concentrate Pu
rapidly and screen for Pu isotopes would enable the real time monitoring of waterborne Pu and
fill a technology gap for on-site detection of trace-level Pu in water.
Recent developments have focused on the use of extractive polymer films on a solid
substrate for the detection of actinides in water. The films are designed to concentrate a target
radionuclide and simultaneously prepare a sample for isotopic analysis. This approach reduces
the sample preparation time for alpha spectrometry or TIMS measurements while achieving peak
detector resolutions comparable to standard sample mounting methods. Methods to prepare the
films fall into two general categories: (1) casting a solution comprising a base polymer,
extractive ligand, and solvent onto a solid substrate to form a film that physically immobilizes
the ligand in a polymer matrix76,77; or (2) incorporating extractive functional groups within or
grafting them to or from the surface of a polymer film through reactive methods78,79. The former
strategy provides a simple approach to incorporating ligands of varying chemistries into a thin
film extraction layer but suffers from ligand leaching. The latter eliminates the leaching problem
and provides the opportunity to create an ultra-thin extractive layer that can improve detector
resolution by reducing alpha particle energy loss to the film. Both methods have been used to
prepare films for simultaneous extraction and alpha spectrometry screening of Pu from aqueous
sources. Gonzáles and Peterson studied polystyrene films cast with bis(2ethylhexyl)methanediphosphonic acid (Dipex) for the extraction of aqueous Pu and Am under
acidic (0.1 M HNO3 and 0.1 M HCl) conditions26, as well as with solutions containing 0.1 M
NaNO2. Due to differences in Am and Pu oxidation states and their corresponding sorption
coefficients for Dipex, recoveries for 243Am were higher than 238Pu under acidic conditions;
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whereas solutions containing NaNO2 led to higher recoveries of Pu due to the reduction to
Pu(III) and Pu(IV) by the nitrite. Alpha spectra resolutions achieved by the polymer-ligand films
were comparable to conventional sample sources, with energy resolution values ranging from 19
keV to 68 keV FWHM. Following the second approach, Locklair et al.64developed a Puextractive thin film by functionalizing the surface of cross-linked poly(vinylbenzyl chloride)
films with triethylamine to produce a film with terminal quaternary amine sites akin to Dowex 1
anion-exchange resins. Uptake of 238Pu(IV) from a 9 M HCl solution was favorable with a
measured linear distribution coefficient (Kd) of 9057 ± 66 L/kg (compared to the reported 10,000
L/kg for Dowex 1). The films achieved high alpha spectra resolutions when exposed to a CRM
150 (242Pu(IV) bearing) solution, with resulting FWHM values of 25-30 keV.
In a previous study, we investigated spin coating as a method to cast submicron Puextractive films onto silicon substrates. Polymer-ligand films comprised polystyrene and a ligand
selected from thenoyltrifluoroacetone, dibenzoylmethane, and di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid
(HDEHP)80. Films containing HDEHP exhibited 242Pu recoveries up to 35.8 ± 1.7 % and 10.6 ±
0.6 % at a pH 2.3 and 6.3, respectively, as well as 7.0 ± 0.19 % from an approximately 5 Bq/mL
238

Pu solution composed of >90% Pu(V). However, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showed

that the non-immobilized HDEHP bloomed to the surface of the film and leached from the film
over time. While the surface excess of HDEHP could be beneficial for isolating Pu at the surface
for high-resolution detection, the loss of the extractive ligand reduces Pu recovery, particularly
when the film is cast onto a membrane support and used in a filtration system for concentrating
Pu from large volumes of solution.
To overcome this drawback, the goal of this study was to develop a Pu-selective
copolymer using extractive monomers that can be cast onto an ultrafiltration membrane support
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to prepare an extractive thin film composite (e-TFC) membrane. After filtration of Pu
contaminated waters, the e-TFC membranes can be used directly as an alpha spectrometry source
for the isotopic screening of Pu. Film thickness plays a critical role in membrane permeability
and affects detection resolution due to the energy attenuation of alpha particles to the
surrounding film81. Therefore, the Pu-reactive copolymer must be suitable for casting by spin
coating to yield submicron film thicknesses. Copolymers were prepared by radical
polymerization of diethyl allyl phosphonate (DEAP), vinyl phosphoric acid (VPA), and ethylene
glycol methacrylate phosphate (EGMP) Pu-reactive monomers with methyl methacrylate
(MMA) and 4-methylstyrene (commonly referred to as vinyltoluene, VT), and evaluated for
uptake of Pu from low (4.2) and circumneutral (6.8) pH conditions. Phosphonate and
phosphoric-acid based polymers have been demonstrated for the extraction of U(IV,VI) and
trivalent lanthanides from water82,83. DEAP and VPA monomers were chosen to compare
differences between a copolymer with a coordinating phosphonate ester group (DEAP) to one
with anion-exchange functionality (VPA). A recent study by Duval et al.32 demonstrated how
ultrafiltration membranes grafted with EGMP resulted in recoveries up to 88 ± 5 % of 233U and
depleted 238U for solutions at a pH 6; therefore, EGMP was included in this study for the
extraction of Pu at circumneutral pH conditions. Additional experiments were performed with
EGMP-based copolymers to develop a sorption isotherm and compare to commercial phosphatebased resins at pH 6.8. Finally, Pu concentration and isotopic determination from ultra-trace
level solutions was demonstrated by alpha spectrometry measurements performed on e-TFC
membranes prepared with a poly(EGMP-co-VT) active layer after filtration of a 242Pu-bearing
solution.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Materials
The following chemicals were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St. Louis, MO, USA):
benzoyl peroxide (BPO, Luperox A75, 25% water); chloroform (anhydrous, ≥99 %); diethyl
allyl phosphonate (DEAP, 98%); inhibitor remover (aluminum oxide, activated); methyl
methacrylate (MMA, 99%); phosphoric acid 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate ester (further denoted
as ethylene glycol methacrylate phosphate, EGMP, 90%); tetrahydrofuran (anhydrous, ≥99.9 %);
toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%); vinylphosphonic acid (VPA, 97%); 4-methylstyrene (VT, 96%).
Nitric acid (HNO3, 65% w/w) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 97%) were purchased from Fisher
Scientific. Ultima Gold liquid scintillation cocktail was purchased from PerkinElmer (Waltham,
MA, USA). Synder A6 membranes (PVDF, 500 kDa MWCO) were purchased in 305 mm  305
mm flat sheets from Sterlitech (Kent, WA, USA). UTEVA and Actinide radiochromatography
resins were purchased in bulk from Eichrom Technologies (Lisle, IL, USA), and ranged in
diameter from 100 to 150 μm.
Diluted 242Pu solutions were prepared using a 147 Bq/mL 242Pu(VI) stock in 1 mM
HNO3 provided by Dr. Brian Powell (Clemson University Department of Environmental
Engineering and Earth Sciences). Mass fractions of the Pu isotopes in the stock solution are
provided in Table A-3. Figure A-6 shows a corresponding 1 h alpha spectrum of the solution.

3.2.2 Copolymer synthesis and resin preparation
Copolymers were prepared by batch radical polymerization. Reaction formulations
contained 5, 10, and 20% (w/w) of extractive monomer (DEAP, EGMP, VPA) and VT or MMA.
Prior to polymerization, monomer solutions were passed through a 10 mL glass column
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containing inhibitor remover. Fifteen milligrams of BPO per gram of monomer were added, and
the solution was mixed until BPO was incorporated fully. Samples containing VT were
polymerized in sealed glass vials placed in a constant-temperature oven at 100°C for 24 h, while
those containing MMA were polymerized at 85°C for 30 h to ensure that the monomer mixtures
did not boil during polymerization. Copolymer resin was produced by grinding the polymerized
samples in a mortar and pestle, followed by sieving through a 212 μm mesh tray to remove larger
particles. Characterization of the copolymers was done by attenuated total reflectance Fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) on a PerkinElmer Spectrum II with a diamond
crystal. Spectra for the resin samples were generated from 32 scans at a resolution of 8 cm-1
using PerkinElmer Spectrum 10 software.

3.2.3 Screening of Pu-selective copolymers
Initial Pu-uptake experiments were performed to screen copolymers for their
effectiveness to extract 242Pu from solutions prepared at a low and circumneutral pH. The stock
147 Bq/mL 242Pu(VI) solution was diluted to 5 Bq/mL using deionized (DI) water and adjusted
to the target pH using 1 M and 0.1 M HNO3 and NaOH solutions. The pH was measured using a
calibrated Thermo Scientific Orion 420A pH meter and Orion 911600 pH probe. Prepared
solutions had activities of 4.62 Bq/mL at pH 4.2 and 4.25 Bq/mL at pH 6.8. Uptake experiments
were performed immediately after the solutions were prepared to reduce the chance of Pu
precipitation.
One hundred milligram copolymer resin samples were contacted with 1 mL 242Pu
solutions in sealed centrifuge vials for 24 h on a Stuart SB2 rotator (Stone, Staffordshire, UK) set
to 20 RPM. Plutonium-242 activities were measured by mixing 0.5 mL of solution from each
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sample with 5 mL of Ultima GoldTM liquid scintillation cocktail and counting for 10 min on a
PerkinElmer Quantulus Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer (LSC). Uptake measurements for all
copolymer resins were performed in triplicate trials. A control study was performed with vials
containing no resin to account for Pu sorption to the centrifuge vial walls.

3.2.4 242Pu adsorption isotherm measurements
Further testing of the 5% EGMP:95% VT (w/w) poly(EGMP-co-VT) (hereafter denoted
as 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT)) was performed to measure Pu sorption capacity over a range of 242Pu
concentrations. Experiments were performed similar to the initial screening studies, but with
slight modifications: known masses of 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin (25, 50, 75, and 100 mg)
were contacted with 1.5 mL of 242Pu solution (4.80 Bq/mL at pH 6.8) in sealed centrifuge vials
for 24 h at 20 RPM. Equilibrium 242Pu activities were measured by mixing 0.5 mL of solution
from each sample with 5 mL of LSC cocktail and counting for 10 min on the Quantulus LSC.
Uptake measurements were performed in triplicate. The study was repeated with vials containing
no resin to account for Pu sorption to the centrifuge vial walls.

3.2.5 Spin coating poly(EGMP-co-VT) onto an ultrafiltration membrane support
Polymer casting solutions consisting of 4 wt% copolymer were prepared by dissolving
5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin in toluene and stirring for 24 h to dissolve the polymer fully prior
to spin coating. Synder A6 membranes were cut into 6 cm  6 cm squares and placed in an
acrylic holder exposing a 5 cm diameter circle of the membrane surface. The holder and
membrane were fixed to the vacuum chuck of a Laurell Technologies Corporation (North Wales,
PA, USA) WS-650MZ-23NPP spin coater. The exposed portion of the membrane was wiped
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gently with a Kimwipe containing methanol to remove any dust from the surface. The spin coater
was set to 2000 RPM and allowed to stabilize at the target speed for 30 s before depositing 500
μL of the poly(EGMP-co-VT) solution onto the surface. The coated membrane was spun for an
additional 90 s to remove any residual toluene from the cast film. The sample was removed from
the holder and cut into a 45 mm diameter coupon. Control samples were prepared by spincoating a 4 wt% polymer-toluene solution containing 100% poly(VT) onto the membrane
surfaces.

3.2.6 Extraction of waterborne 242Pu using spin coated poly(EGMP-co-VT) membranes
Synder A6 membranes coated with 100% poly(VT) and 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) were
placed in a 45 mm diameter Amicon ultrafiltration cell. A 242Pu dilution with an activity of 4.53
Bq/mL at pH 6.8 was prepared from the 242Pu(VI) stock. The membrane samples were fastened
to the bottom of the flow cell, and the cell was filled with 30 mL of the 242Pu solution. Once
sealed, the cell was pressurized to 0.69 barg, and permeate was collected for activity
measurements. After filtering the 242Pu solution, a wash cycle was performed by refilling the cell
with 30 mL DI water and pressurizing to 0.69 barg. The wash solution permeate was collected
for activity measurements. The membrane was removed once the cell was empty and
depressurized. The membrane was left to dry for at least 1 h prior to alpha spectrometry
measurements. Gross activity measurements were made on the collected permeate solutions after
combining with scintillation cocktail and counted using the Quantulus LSC.
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3.2.7 Alpha spectrometry measurements
Alpha spectrometry measurements of the coated membrane samples were performed
using an Ortec 7401 alpha spectrometer (Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA) with a 450 mm2
passivated ion silicon (PIPS) detector. Alpha peak energy calibration was performed using a
NIST-traceable Eckert & Ziegler electrodeposited source containing known activities of 234U,
238

U, 239Pu, and 241Am on a 30 mm diameter steel planchette. An efficiency calibration was

performed using a 45 mm diameter steel planchette with 100 μL of the 147 Bq/mL 242Pu solution
uniformly dispersed and dried over the entire surface of the planchette. Calibration samples were
placed 5 mm from the PIPS detector and counted for 1 h. Resulting spectra for the efficiency
standard can be found in Figure A-6, which provides a representative alpha spectrum of the
stock 242Pu solution used in the study. At the detector geometry used in the study, a resolution of
58 keV FWHM was obtained for the 242Pu peak of the efficiency calibration.
After filtration of the 242Pu solution, coated membranes were placed on a planchet and
held flat using a 3-D printed plastic fixture. The membrane surface was positioned 5 mm from
the PIPS detector and counted for 16 h to generate an alpha spectrum. Peak energy resolutions
were evaluated as the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) for the 242Pu peak using MAESTRO
Ver. 7.01 (AMETEK Inc., Berwyn, PA, USA). Average values and standard deviations reported
for FWHM and 242Pu uptake are the result of triplicate measurements made on three different
membrane samples.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Copolymer synthesis
Pu-extractive copolymers were developed through thermally-induced radical
polymerization to combine VPA, DEAP, and EGMP with either MMA or VT. The
structures for the VT and MMA-based copolymers are shown in Scheme 3.1, along with
the chemical structures of the monomers used in the study. Characterization of the Puextractive copolymers was performed with ATR-FTIR spectroscopy and can be found in
Figures A-8 and A-9 for the MMA- and VT-based copolymers. The characteristic peaks
for the MMA and VT matrix monomers were expectedly large relative to those for the
Pu-extractive monomers, making distinctions challenging. Characteristic absorbances for
the DEAP copolymers were noted by the peak at 1040 cm-1 assigned to C-O stretching of
the ethyl ester group (-OCH2CH3) and by the peak at 980 cm-1 assigned to P=O stretching
of the phosphoryl group. The phosphoryl group also was apparent for copolymers
containing VPA and EGMP. A weak, broad peak for P-OH stretching of the phosphoric
acid group was observed at 2200 cm-1 for the VPA and EGMP copolymer, and C=O
stretching at 1725 cm-1 can be observed for the 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) copolymer.
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Scheme 3.1: Reaction pathways for the (A) VT and (B) MMA-based extractive
copolymers and their monomer components.
Attempts were made to dissolve the polymers in toluene, chloroform, and
tetrahydrofuran at 2 and 4 wt% to produce polymer solutions for spin coating. After
mixing for 24 h at room temperature, only mixtures containing toluene and VT-based
copolymers exhibited complete dissolution of the polymer. While the inclusion of a
hydrophilic phosphate monomer was expected to reduce the solubility of PMMA or PVT
in toluene, the dissolution of the EGMP-based copolymers was particularly difficult. The
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starting EGMP monomer contains up to approximately 25% of a vinyl diester that can
crosslink the copolymer during radical polymerization and reduce its solubility. The 10%
poly(EGMP-co-VT) copolymer was only partially miscible in toluene, with some
undissolved polymer remaining as a swollen polymer resin. As a result, only the 5%
poly(EGMP-co-VT) copolymer was used for preparation of the e-TFC membranes.

3.3.2 Copolymer screening for 242Pu extraction
Initial 242Pu uptake studies were performed to measure and compare Pu uptake
from solutions at pH 4.2 and 6.8. For the screening studies, 242Pu uptake was calculated
by Eq. (3.1).
242

Pu uptake =

[242 Pu]blank – [242 Pu]resin
[242 Pu]blank

 100%

(3.1)

Uptake represents the percentage of Pu extracted by the copolymer resins, and was
determined by measuring the final 242Pu activity concentrations (Bq/mL) of solutions in
the resin-free (blank) control vials ([242Pu]blank) and vials containing the copolymer resins
([242Pu]resin) after 24 h exposure. The decision to use [242Pu]blank over the initial 242Pu
concentration was made to account for any sorption of Pu to the walls of the centrifuge
vials, which ranged from 7% to 11% throughout all experiments. Because recovery
depends on the ratio of polymer mass to solution volume, all screening experiments were
performed with the same ratio of 100 mg polymer to 1 mL of solution. Figures 3.1 and
3.2 show results from the 242Pu uptake experiments conducted at pH 4.2 and 6.8.
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Figure 3.1: 242Pu uptake from solution containing 4.62 Bq/mL 242Pu at pH 4.2.
Measurements were taken after 24 h of contact with stirring. Error bars represent ±1σ for
triplicate measurements.
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Figure 3.2: 242Pu uptake from solution containing 4.25 Bq/mL 242Pu at pH 6.8.
Measurements were taken after 24 h of contact with stirring. Error bars represent ±1σ for
triplicate measurements.
In both pH trials, only copolymers containing VPA or EGMP exhibited any
significant uptake of 242Pu from solution. The 10% poly(DEAP-co-MMA) resin
demonstrated no significant removal of Pu when compared to the PMMA or PVT resin
control samples. Unlike VPA or EGMP, the DEAP monomer does not perform ion
exchange, as the phosphoryl group (P=O) is bound to two ethyl ester groups. While the
phosphoryl oxygen of all three monomers potentially could serve as a coordination site
for Pu(VI), it appears that ion exchange is the dominant mechanism for 242Pu recovery at
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the two pH conditions tested. The results agree well with those published by Zhu and
Alexandratos82, who also observed high trivalent and hexavalent ion affinities for
polymers containing phosphoric acid side groups. They discovered that the acid groups
promoted hydrogen bonding along the polymer chain itself, and concluded that ligands
with the highest metal ion affinity were composed of a terminal phosphoric acid group
and an auxiliary coordinating group (such as an ether or carbonyl group). While the
DEAP and VPA copolymers offer only one mode of interaction, coordination, the EGMP
copolymers offer both. Pu uptake was notably high for samples containing EGMP; for all
EGMP copolymers, Pu uptake was greater than 70% at both pH conditions. Increasing
EGMP from 5 to 10% (w/w) in the poly(EGMP-co-MMA) copolymers increased 242Pu
uptake on average, though the differences are not statistically significant at ±1σ. Higher
average uptake in the 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) compared to its MMA-based counterpart
may be attributed in part to the higher molar ratio of EGMP to VT (0.03 mol EGMP:mol
VT) than that of EGMP to MMA (0.025 mol EGMP:mol MMA). However, here again
the differences are not statistically significant at ±1σ. Average Pu uptake appears to
increase for the EGMP-based resins from pH 4.2 to 6.8, but not for resins containing
VPA. This may be due to differences in the pKa values for the two phosphate monomers
(VPA: pKa1 = 2.6, pKa2 = 7.3; EGMP: pKa1 = 1.6, pKa2 = 6.6). At pH 4.2, both functional
groups have a net charge of approximately -1. At pH 6.8, EGMP has a net charge of -1.6,
while VPA has a net charge of -1.4. The higher net charge for EGMP can explain the
larger increase in average Pu uptake for its copolymers.
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3.3.3 242Pu adsorption isotherm measurements
Further studies were performed to measure the room temperature Pu sorption
isotherm for the 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin from 1 to 20 ppb (0.15 to 2.91 Bq/mL)
242

Pu(VI) at pH 6.8. After 24 h contact, solution phase 242Pu concentrations were

measured. Using the known volume of Pu solution (V, L) and the mass of resin (mresin, g),
the amount of 242Pu sorbed to the resin ([242Pu]sorbed, μg Pu/g resin) was calculated by Eq.
(3.2):

[ 242Pu]sorbed = ([242 Pu]blank − [242 Pu]resin ) ×

V
mresin

(3.2)

Figure 3.3 shows that the relationship between the 242Pu sorbed to the resin and the final
Pu concentration at equilibrium was linear over the range of Pu concentrations tested.
Using Eq. (3.3), a linear distribution coefficient (Kd) was calculated to be 92.7 ± 18.5
L/kg for the 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) copolymer.

Kd =

[ 242Pu]sorbed
Ceq ([ 242𝑃𝑢]𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑛 )
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(3.3)

Figure 3.3: 242Pu sorption isotherm for 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin. Copolymer
samples from 25 to 100 mg were exposed to 1.5 mL of 4.80 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH
6.8 for 24 h. Error bars represent ±1σ for triplicate measurements.
Measurements were repeated using Eichrom Technology Actinide and UTEVA
resins to compare Pu extraction of the poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin to these commercial
phosphoric acid and phosphonate containing resins. The Actinide resin, containing
Dipex, has shown high retention of actinides in (III) and (VI) oxidation states at low acid
concentrations (less than 1 M HCl), and is particularly suited for the retention of
Am(III)84. Furthermore, Boukhalfa et al.66 studied the ability of Dipex-polystyrene thin
films to extract trace-levels of Pu from solution as a function of Pu oxidation state. The
UTEVA resin consists of diamyl amylphosponate (DAAP) and has been applied for the
sequential chromatographic separation of actinides from environmental and high-level
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waste streams86. Pu uptake with the UTEVA resins increases with higher HCl and HNO3
concentrations, making it more suitable for acidified solutions, but uptake values up to
30% have been recorded for Pu solutions86 at less than 2 M HNO3. Figure 3.4 shows
242

Pu percent uptake for the three resins at the conditions tested in the study.

Comparisons were made at constant mass-to-volume ratios since Pu uptake depends on
this ratio. Near-complete uptake of Pu from the solution was observed for the Actinide
resin at all mass-to-volume ratios, while uptake for the UTEVA resin ranged from 18.4 ±
7.5 to 28.2 ± 6.4 %. The poly(EGMP-co-VT) copolymer performed well, and exhibited
Pu uptake as high as 88.5 ± 7.3% at the highest mass loading. Notably, the Actinide resin
contains nearly five times the molar amount of phosphoric acid binding sites than the
poly(EGMP-co-VT); at 40% (w/w) Dipex-to-resin, the Actinide resin has a ligand density
of 1 meq/g resin, whereas the 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) contains 0.2 meq/g resin. These
results demonstrate the high uptake of 242Pu with the poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin despite
the low percentage of EGMP that can be incorporated into the copolymer to produce a
solution that can be cast by spin coating.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) resin to Eichrom UTEVA and
Actinide resins after 24 h exposure to 1.5 mL of a 242Pu-bearing solution at 4.80 Bq/mL
and pH 6.8. Error bars represent ±1σ for triplicate measurements.

3.3.4 Alpha spectrometry studies with poly(EGMP-co-VT) coated membranes
e-TFC membranes were prepared by spin coating a thin 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT)
film onto a Synder A6 membrane. Control samples were made by coating membranes
with a poly(VT) film. Compared to uncoated Synder A6 membranes, the inclusion of the
extractive thin film significantly reduced the permeability of the membrane; permeability
coefficients were calculated to be 63.1 ± 25.8 and 115.2 ± 61.4 L/m2/h/bar (LMH/bar) for
the poly(EGMP-co-VT) and poly(VT) samples, respectively; whereas the uncoated
membranes were measured to be 352.2 ± 160.2 LMH/bar at the conditions studied.
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Despite the expected reduction in permeability due to the additional resistance imposed
by the coating, the TFC membranes achieved sufficient flow rates at pressures well below
the maximum limits of the flow cell, and fluxes as high as 315 ± 129 LMH can be
achieved at an operating pressure of 5 bar.
Isotopic analysis was performed on the TFC membranes immediately after
filtration and drying. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the alpha spectra for 16 h count times on
the poly(VT) and poly(EGMP-co-VT) coated membranes. With an absolute peak
detection efficiency of 5.6%, average 242Pu uptakes were measured to be 5.2 ± 0.7% for
the poly(VT) and 10.2 ± 4.2% for the poly(EGMP-co-VT) samples. 242Pu uptake
percentages determined by the alpha spectrometer measurements were lower compared to
the values measured by LSC from the permeate samples. Average 242Pu uptake for
poly(EGMP-co-VT) membranes were measured to be 24.2 ± 7.6%, whereas poly(VT)
coated membranes achieved 13.2 ± 2.0%. This difference in uptake percentages was
likely due to Pu sorption to the flow cell and permeate collection vials, which could not
be accounted for in the LSC measurements. Due to the age of the 242Pu source, a second
alpha peak occurs in all samples around 5500 keV from the presence of 241Am (daughter
product of the 241Pu decay chain), as well as trace amounts of 238Pu. Sharp peaks were
observed for the poly(EGMP-co-VT) samples, resulting in an average energy resolution
of 71.7 ± 8.7 keV FWHM for the 242Pu peak (compared to 58 keV for the calibration
source); whereas reliable energy resolution values could not be determined for the
poly(VT) samples due to the broad, wide peaks and low number of counts. Importantly,
the spectra for the poly(EGMP-co-VT) coated membranes achieved high enough
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resolutions to discern between the 242Pu and 238Pu/241Am alpha peaks. Differences
between the heights of alpha spectra peaks for the poly(EGMP-co-VT) e-TFCs likely
were due to variances in permeability from sample-to-sample. A decrease in permeability
would allow for longer contact times with the Pu solution, which may increase the Pu
uptake by the poly(EGMP-co-VT) active layer. All the e-TFCs were tested at the same
operating conditions, and it was observed that the second poly(EGMP-co-VT) sample
had the longest permeation time of 10.73 min, followed by the third (8.53 min) and the
first (5.05 min).

Figure 3.5: Alpha spectra of Synder A6 membranes coated with poly(VT) film after
filtering 10 mL of a 4.53 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH 6.8, followed by 10 mL of DI water.
Each sample was counted for 16 h.
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Figure 3.6: Alpha spectra of Synder A6 membranes coated with 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT)
film after filtering 10 mL of a 4.53 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH 6.8, followed by 10 mL of
DI water. Each sample was counted for 16 h.
The overall shape of the 242Pu peak was unlike spectra observed in previous
extractive thin film studies. Earlier experiments have shown that when Pu-extractive
submicron films were cast onto silicon wafers, the corresponding alpha spectra exhibited
relatively minor peak tailing and resulted in FWHM values ranging from 20 to 35 keV.
Notably, their calibration standard was much higher resolution than ours. In a study
performed by Gonzáles et al.29, polymer-ligand films consisting of Dipex and
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) were cast onto 0.1 μm polypropylene filters for the extraction and
isotopic screening of aqueous 242Pu and 241Am. The resulting alpha spectra exhibited
broad tailing beginning from the peak maximum and gradually sloping downward to
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lower energies. Peak tailing in polymer-ligand films results from the distribution of the
alpha-emitter throughout the depth of the film. Emitted alpha particles collide with the
surrounding polymer and lose kinetic energy prior to reaching the detector. The spectra
observed for the poly(EGMP-co-VT) samples have characteristics of thin-film samples
prepared on silicon wafers and films cast onto macroporous filters; particularly, they
exhibit an abrupt transition from a sharp, well-defined peak to a broad low energy tail.
We hypothesized that this “composite” spectra resulted from the composite structure of
the e-TFC membranes, in which Pu was sequestered on the surface or within the thin
active layer, leading to a sharp peak, and immobilized within the ultrafiltration support
membrane pores or the nonwoven backing layer, leading to the low energy tail.
To test the hypothesis, 100 μL of the 147 Βq/mL 242Pu stock was pipetted onto the
backside of a poly(EGMP-co-VT) coated e-TFC membrane (Figure 3.7, Spectrum A),
allowing the Pu solution to infiltrate the support and backing layers of the membrane. On
a separate sample, 100 μL of the stock solution was pipetted onto the active layer surface
of the membrane (Figure 3.7 Spectrum B). After the samples were dried, they were
placed in the alpha spectrometer with the active layer facing towards the detector and
counted for 5 h. Figure 3.7 shows the resulting spectra of the two samples, as well as a
combined spectrum (C). Combining the two spectra resulted in a spectrum similar to
those observed in the poly(EGMP-co-VT) samples, providing support for our hypothesis.
When Pu was isolated to the surface, the resulting spectrum displayed minimal tailing
and a sharp peak of approximately 60 keV FHWM. Conversely, broad peak tailing was
observed when the Pu was deposited onto the backside of the membrane.
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Figure 3.7: Five-hour alpha spectra resulting from coated poly(EGMP-co-VT)
membranes after depositing 14.7 Bq 242Pu: (A) onto the backside of the thin film
composite membrane; (B) on the surface of the poly(EGMP-co-VT) thin film active
layer; (C) combined spectrum.
A second study was performed to determine whether 242Pu was being held within
the pores of the ultrafiltration membrane support layer or nonwoven backing layer. The
nonwoven backing layer was removed from three as-received Synder A6 membranes,
leaving the support layer exposed. Sample A (Figure 3.8) was placed over a steel
planchette containing 14.7 Bq 242Pu. Samples B and C (Figure 3.8) had 100 μL of the
147 Bq 242Pu stock deposited onto the bottom (B) and top (C) sides of the membranes.
All samples were counted for 5 h. Figure 3.8 reveals that the broad tailing that occurs in
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the spectra for the coated poly(EGMP-co-VT) membranes was due to the presence of
242

Pu within the pores of the Synder A6 membrane. 242Pu is shielded completely by the

membrane covering the steel planchette, indicating that Pu within the nonwoven backing
layer would not be detected by the alpha spectrometer. Differences in the degree of
tailing between samples B and C was likely due to the asymmetric pore structure of the
Synder A6 membrane. The larger pore openings on the bottom side of the membrane
allowed for the Pu solution to fill the pores, leaving Pu physically immobilized within the
pores of the membrane once the sample was dry. The emitted alpha particles would
collide with the pores walls, resulting in the tailing observed in the 242Pu peak. While the
filtration studies were performed with an additional wash step to remove unbound Pu
from the support layer pores, it is possible that the poly(EGMP-co-VT) solution partially
infiltrated the surface pores and coated the pore walls, leading to chemisorption of Pu
within the membrane support layer. Though it may aid in the recovery of Pu from
solution, functionalizing the pores of the membrane should be avoided, as it causes peak
tailing in the alpha spectra and may hinder the ability to perform isotopic analysis.
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Figure 3.8: Five-hour alpha spectra of Synder A6 membranes without the nonwoven
backing layer. Approximately 14.7 Bq of 242Pu was deposited: (A) Onto a 25 mm steel
planchette, dried, and placed under the membrane as it was counted by the detector; (B)
onto the backside of the Synder A6 membrane; (C) on the surface of the Synder A6
membrane.

3.4 Conclusion
Copolymers containing phosphoric acid and phosphonate functional groups were
screened as active layers for Pu-extractive thin-film composite membranes. Poly(EGMPco-VT) containing 5% (w/w) EGMP achieved 242Pu recoveries comparable to
commercial radiochromatography resins despite the comparably low number of active
sites per gram of polymer. A 242Pu percent uptake of 10.2 ± 4.2 % and high alpha
spectrometry peak energy resolutions were obtained when the Pu solutions were filtered
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through e-TFC membranes comprising a poly(EGMP-co-VT) active layer cast onto an
ultrafiltration membrane support. The unique shape of the alpha spectra resulting from
the e-TFC membranes was determined to be due to the immobilization of Pu on the
surface of the active layer and within the pores of the support membrane. Results from
this study demonstrate that Pu-extractive TFC membranes can be developed through
simple spin coating methods and used for the rapid isotopic screening of waterborne Pu.
Future efforts will investigate active layer and membrane support properties to improve
alpha spectrometry peak resolutions while maintaining high water permeabilities.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MEMBRANES FOR THE CAPTURE AND SCREENING OF WATERBORNE
PLUTONIUM BASED ON A NOVEL PU-EXTRACTIVE COPOLYMER ADDITIVE

4.1 Introduction
The development of rapid analytical tools for the detection of waterborne special
nuclear materials is a critical focus of nonproliferation efforts. Trace levels of Pu exist in
the environment as a result of human nuclear activity, and while weapons testing
accounts for the largest source of Pu, accidental releases from nuclear power and
reprocessing facilities also have led to increased levels of Pu near those sites. The
abundances of Pu isotopes in each source act as a unique signature or “fingerprint,” and
the isotopic ratios can indicate where the Pu was produced and its final intended use. For
example, approximately 6.1 PBq (~20 kg) of Pu was released from the disaster at
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in 1986, and it is estimated that the Pu consisted of 0.3%
238

Pu, 66.9% 239Pu, 25.3% 240Pu, and 7.5% 241Pu by mass87. Unique Pu signatures also

can be traced to a particular production facility, and the 240Pu/239Pu ratio can elucidate the
intended use for the produced Pu. The assembly of a fission-type nuclear weapon requires
a reactor design and operation to promote the growth of 239Pu while limiting the
production of 240Pu58b. Generally, uranium target materials spend less time in the reactor
and multiple batch cycles followed by chemical reprocessing to produce sufficient 239Pu
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needed for a weapon. Illicit proliferation of 239Pu is likely to leave trace level Pu in
nearby waters. Due to the low solubility and complex redox chemistry of waterborne Pu,
direct measurements require a multi-step approach to perform isotopic analysis. Pu
isolation and pre-concentration usually cannot be performed in the field as it requires
highly acidified or caustic solutions to separate Pu from a solution matrix. Therefore, an
on-site analytical method that can concentrate Pu quickly to detectable limits while
simultaneously screening for its isotopic abundance would be a valuable nuclear
forensics tool.
Instruments such as inductively coupled mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and
thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) are capable of screening for Pu isotopes at
concentrations as low as a few parts per billion; however, the size of these instruments
and their respective equipment do not lend well for transport. Comparatively, an alpha
spectrometer has the capability to be made into a fieldable detection system for Pu and
other alpha-emitters. For high resolution spectra, samples need to be dispersed thinly over
a smooth surface to reduce alpha particle energy attenuation prior to reaching the
detector. For this reason, electrodeposition remains the standard method for alpha
spectrometry source preparation, as it can achieve peak resolutions (reported as full-width
at half maximum, FWHM) from about 15 to 55 keV for Pu isotopes88. Preparing an
electrodeposited Pu source from a contaminated water can be challenging and timeconsuming as the Pu has to be isolated through separation techniques such as
coprecipitation, liquid-liquid extraction or ion-exchange chromatography. Detection
limits for alpha spectrometry are on the scale of 10-4 Bq, meaning that high volumes of a
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trace-level Pu solution would need to be processed to generate the activity needed for
detection89.
To reduce the time to prepare an alpha spectrometry source, we and others have
turned to developing Pu extractive membranes that can concentrate Pu to detectable
limits and serve directly as the sample source. Membranes are functionalized for Pu
capture either by casting a polymer-ligand film onto the membrane surface, or by
utilizing a reactive surface from which a ligand layer can be grafted27-29, 64, 65, 79. By
keeping the functional layer relatively thin, high spectral resolutions can be achieved that
rival electrodeposited sources. Careful consideration needs to be taken in the physical
properties of the membrane support as the pore size and density affect overall throughput
of a Pu-contaminated water source79. For nuclear forensics applications, the extractive
membranes need to strike a balance between membrane permeability, Pu uptake and
alpha spectrometry peak resolutions.
Pu-binding ligands are chosen based on the approach used to incorporate them in
or onto a membrane, and for their ability to complex with Pu depending on its oxidation
state and solution conditions. Of relevance to the current study, membranes
functionalized with ethylene glycol methacrylate phosphate (EGMP) have been shown to
be capable of extracting Pu over a broad pH range. The phosphate group (with pKa values
of 1.6 and 6.6) can interact with Pu through ion-exchange or by chemical coordination.
The dual functionality of EGMP was demonstrated in a study by Vasudevan et al., where
polypropylene membranes grafted with EGMP recovered greater than 90% of Pu(IV)
from solutions ranging from 0 to 4 M nitric acid90. Other studies have shown that
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membranes containing EGMP can serve directly as an alpha spectrometry sample source
for actinides. Duval et al. developed a method to graft EGMP from polyethersulfone
membranes for the isotopic screening of waterborne uranium. After filtering solutions
spiked with 233U, the modified membranes achieved 233U peak resolutions ranging from
17 to 33 keV FWHM32. Furthermore, the peak resolutions achieved by the membranes
were sharp enough to distinguish 238U (4.198 MeV) from 234U (4.775 MeV) after filtering
a spiked groundwater source at pH 6.
In our previous study91, extractive thin-film composite (e-TFC) membranes were
developed for the rapid capture and isotopic screening of Pu in water. The e-TFC
membranes were made by spin coating a thin copolymer film consisting of 5% (w/w)
EGMP and 4-methylstyrene (a.k.a. vinyltoluene, VT) onto a poly(vinylidene fluoride)
(PVDF) ultrafiltration membrane. Direct flow filtration studies indicated that the e-TFC
membranes recovered up to 10.2 ± 4.2 % of 242Pu after filtering 10 mL of a 4.53 Bq/mL
242

Pu solution at pH 6.8, and the 16 h alpha spectra exhibited average energy resolutions

of 71.7 ± 8.7 keV for the 242Pu peak. While spin coating provided a simple and effective
way to cast a Pu-selective polymer onto a membrane, the addition of the poly(EGMP-coVT) layer greatly reduced the overall permeability of the membrane. At trace-level Pu
concentrations (10-12 to 10-10 M), the reduced permeability of the e-TFC membranes
poses concern as the membranes need to be able to process large volumes of solution
rapidly to reach alpha spectrometry detection limits.
The aim of this study was to develop a Pu-extractive membrane with high
permeability for rapid concentration and alpha spectrometry analysis of trace-level Pu
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from water. For sharp alpha spectra resolutions, the extractive functional layer should be
thin and able to sequester Pu onto the surface of the membrane. The method for
membrane fabrication was inspired by the approach used by Hester et al.40 to develop
fouling-resistant graft copolymer membranes. They demonstrated that hydrophilic
poly(oxyethylene methacrylate) (POEM) and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) could be
grafted directly by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) from the secondary
fluorinated sites in PVDF. This created amphiphilic copolymers consisting of a
hydrophobic PVDF anchor with a hydrophilic POEM or PMAA comb shell. PVDF
membranes were prepared by nonsolvent induced phase separation (NIPS) using dope
solutions containing 5-10 wt% PVDF-g-POEM. It was observed that the amphiphilic
nature of the copolymer would lead it to segregate to the membrane surface upon
formation. In membranes containing 10 wt% PVDF-g-POEM, the surface migration
greatly improved the wetting of the membrane and reduced protein adsorption over
seven-fold compared to PVDF membranes. This study demonstrated a simple approach to
casting functional membranes without the need for post-modification steps. Here, we
used ATRP to graft EGMP from PVDF. We theorized that the addition of the PVDF-gEGMP copolymer in the dope solution during membrane formation by NIPS would yield
a high permeability, Pu-extractive membrane. We theorized further that, given the
hydrophilicity of EGMP, the graft copolymer would migrate to the surface of the
membrane where it would concentrate Pu during filtration and enable high spectral
resolution when the membrane is screened in an alpha spectrometer.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Materials
The following chemicals were purchased from MilliporeSigma (St. Louis, MO,
USA): Copper(I) chloride (CuCl, 97%); dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.8%); inhibitor
remover (aluminum oxide, activated); methanol (95%); n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP,
99.5%); phosphoric acid 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate ester (further denoted as ethylene
glycol methacrylate phosphate, EGMP, 90%); PVDF250K (Mw ~250,000 g/mol);
PVDF534K (Mw ~534,000 g/mol); tris(2-pyridyl methyl) amine (TPMA, 98%). Chemicals
purchased from Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA) were nitric acid (HNO3, 65%
w/w); petroleum ether (ACS reagent, 35-60 °C boiling range); sodium hydroxide (NaOH,
97%). Instant Ocean Synthetic Sea Salt was purchased from Carolina Biological Supply
Company (Burlington, NC, USA). Nitrogen gas and dry air was from Airgas (Radnor,
PA, USA). Type-1 deionized (DI) water was produced using a Millipore Milli-Q
Reference water purification system (Darmstadt, Germany).
242

Pu solutions were prepared from a 147 Bq/mL 242Pu(VI) (PuO22+) stock in

1mM HNO3 provided by Dr. Brian Powell (Clemson University Department of
Environmental Engineering and Earth Sciences). Low-activity solutions were diluted
from the stock with DI water, followed by conditioning with 0.1 and 1 M aliquots of
HNO3 and NaOH to achieve circumneutral pH conditions. Table A-3 reports mass
fractions of the Pu isotopes in the stock solution.
For the direct flow filtration study, 238Pu solutions were prepared by dilution in DI
water and synthetic seawater from a NIST traceable 238Pu stock (Eckert & Ziegler,
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Valencia, CA, USA) with an activity of 2464 Bq/mL in 0.1 M HNO3.The dilutions were
conditioned with 0.1 and 1 M aliquots of HNO3 and NaOH to adjust the pH to
circumneutral conditions. The prepared solutions were set aside for three days to allow
for equilibrium between Pu oxidation states. Synthetic seawater was prepared using
Instant Ocean Synthetic Sea Salt to replicate typical seawater conditions. Table A-4
provides the composition of the synthetic seawater solution. Pu oxidation states of the
238

Pu dilutions were determined through a solvent extraction method outlined by Powell

et al.50.

4.2.2 Synthesis of PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer
Prior to copolymer synthesis, monomethyl ether hydroquinone was removed from
the EGMP by combining 1 g EGMP to 20 mg inhibitor remover and stirring for at least 1
h. A Cu-TPMA solution was prepared by dissolving 40 mg CuCl and 180 mg TPMA in 5
mL NMP under an inert N2 atmosphere in a glovebox (MBRAUN, Garching, Germany).
An EGMP solution was prepared in a Schlenk flask by dissolving 15 g EGMP in
20 mL NMP. In a separate Schlenk flask, 5 g PVDF250K was dissolved in 30 mL NMP.
Dissolved air was removed from the EGMP and PVDF250K solutions through a freezepump-thaw procedure. First, the flasks were sealed and placed in a liquid nitrogen bath
until the contents were frozen solid. A vacuum line was attached, and the flasks were
submerged in a 75 °C water bath while under vacuum to thaw. This process was repeated
for at least three cycles, or until visible air bubbles were no longer formed during the
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thawing step. The EGMP and PVDF250K solutions were left sealed under vacuum until
further use.
ATRP grafting of EGMP from PVDF was performed in the N2 glove box where
the Cu-TPMA solution was stored. The prepared EGMP and PVDF250K solutions were
combined in a reaction vessel and heated to 90 °C stirring by a magnetic stir bar at 300
RPM. Once the set temperature was reached, the Cu-TPMA solution was added to the
reaction mixture, and the ATRP reaction proceeded for 24 h. Afterwards, the reaction
vessel was removed from the glove box. PVDF-g-EGMP was precipitated from solution
with a mixture of 50 mL methanol and 100 mL petroleum ether. To remove unreacted
EGMP monomer, the precipitated PVDF-g-EGMP was dissolved again in NMP followed
by precipitation with the methanol/petroleum ether mixture. The copolymer was dried for
at least 24 h in a fume hood at room temperature. Characterization of PVDF-g-EGMP
was done by attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATRFTIR) on a PerkinElmer Spectrum II equipped with a diamond crystal. Spectra were
generated from 32 scans at a resolution of 8 cm-1 using PerkinElmer Spectrum 10
software.

4.2.3 Screening of PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer for 242Pu uptake
Pu-uptake measurements were performed with PVDF-g-EGMP to quantify Pu
uptake from solutions at neutral pH conditions. A 242Pu(VI) solution was diluted from the
242

Pu stock to produce a solution with a final activity of 2.67 Bq/mL and pH 6.92. One

hundred milligrams of the PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer was placed in a 1.5 mL vial with 1
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mL of the 242Pu solution. The sample was stirred for 24 h on a Stuart SB2 rotator
(Staffordshire, UK) set to 20 RPM. Afterwards, 0.5 mL of solution from each sample was
removed and pipetted onto a 30 mm diameter steel planchette. Once planchettes were
dry, they were placed 5 mm from the detector face in an alpha spectrometer and counted
for 5 h. A control study was performed by repeating the study with PVDF534K in-lieu of
the grafted copolymer, and Pu sorption to the vials was accounted for by performing the
experiment with empty vials. All sample trials were performed in triplicate measurements
to determine average values and standard deviations for 242Pu uptake.

4.2.4 Casting PVDF membranes with PVDF-g-EGMP
Grafted copolymer membranes were cast from dope solutions using the
formulations shown in Table 1, designed to produce membranes composed of
approximately 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP. Dope solutions were prepared by dissolving
PVDF534K and PVDF-g-EGMP in DMF for 24 h under stirring, or until the polymer was
fully dissolved. To study the effects of permeability on Pu uptake and alpha spectra peak
resolution, glycerol was added to the dope solutions at 2 wt% to increase the porosity of
the membranes.
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Table 4.1: Compositions of the dope solutions prepared for casting PVDF membrane
composed of 10% PVDF-g-EGMP.
Membrane Dope Solutions
Membrane:
10% PVDF-g-EGMP,
No glycerol
10% PVDF-g-EGMP,
2 wt.% glycerol

DMF
[g]

PVDF534K
[g]

PVDF-g-EGMP
[g]

Glycerol
[g]

47.2

7.5

0.83

0

46.1

7.5

0.83

1.11

Membrane formation was achieved through NIPS. Prior to membrane casting, the
polymer dope solutions were placed under 75 kPa of vacuum to remove any dissolved air
from solution. The solutions were cast onto a clean glass plate and drawn using a doctor
blade (Gardco, Pompano Beach, FL, USA) set to a height of 0.18 mm. Five seconds after
drawing, the glass plate was immersed in a DI water bath for at least 2 min, resulting in
the complete coagulation of the membrane onto the glass plate. Afterwards, the
membranes were removed from the bath and stored in fresh DI water until further use.

4.2.5 Permeability Studies
Grafted copolymer membranes were cut to 45 mm diameter coupons and placed
in a Sterlitech HP4750 flow cell (Kent, WA, USA). The cell was filled with DI water and
sealed. Prior to measurements, the flow cell was pressurized to 4.14 barg for 15 min to
condition the membrane prior to taking measurements. Afterwards, the operating pressure
was reduced to 0.69 barg. Flux measurements were taken at four setpoints as the pressure
was increased from 1.38 to 3.45 barg. At each pressure setpoint, filtrate mass and flow
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time were recorded to determine water flux and permeability. After the first pressure
cycle, cell pressure was reduced to 0.69 barg, and measurements were taken over a
second pressure ramp to observe whether hysteresis occurred. For each membrane casting
condition studied, average permeability values and uncertainty were calculated from five
membrane samples.

4.2.6 SEM analysis of membrane morphologies
Scanning electron microscopy imaging with electron dispersive spectroscopy
(SEM-EDS) was performed on the copolymer membranes to visualize morphology and
locate where PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer resides within the membrane structure. Prior to
measurements, membrane samples were washed sequentially for 1 h increments in
water/ethanol solutions consisting of 25, 50, and 75 wt% ethanol. After drying from the
75 wt% ethanol solution, the samples were mounted to an aluminum holder with carbon
tape. Samples were prepared so that the topside and cross-section morphologies could be
analyzed. To analyze the membrane cross-section, samples were submerged in liquid
nitrogen, freeze fractured, and mounted to the aluminum holder with the fractured edge
exposed.
Samples for topside surface imaging were coated with platinum for 40 min using
an Anatech Hummer 6.5 sputter coater (Sparks, NV, USA). Micrographs were taken of
the membrane surfaces using a Hitachi Regulus 8230 SEM (Tokyo, Japan) at an
accelerating voltage of 2 kV. For the cross-sectional samples, platinum coating was not
required; instead, the samples were measured on a Hitachi SU5000 SEM equipped with
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an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 silicon drift detector for EDS (High Wycombe, UK).
The samples were screened at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV, and chemical imaging of
the cross-section was performed using AztectLive v3.3 software (Oxford Instruments,
UK). Pore size diameter measurements were averaged over twenty pores using ImageJ
image analysis software, freely available online from the National Institutes of Health
(Bethesda, MD, USA).

4.2.7 Alpha spectrometry measurements
Alpha spectrometry was performed using an Ortec 7401 alpha spectrometer (Oak
Ridge, TN, USA) equipped with a 450 mm2 passivated ion silicon detector (PIPS). Peak
energy calibration was performed with a 30 mm diameter Eckert & Ziegler
electrodeposited source containing known quantities of 234U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Am. The
calibration source was placed 5 mm from the PIPS detector and counted for 1h.
Absolute detector efficiency was determined for the 45 mm diameter membranes
by spotting 5 Bq of the stock 238Pu solution onto the surface of a PVDF membrane. The
droplets were carefully smeared across the membrane surface using a pipette tip. Once
dry, the membrane was fixed into a custom acrylic holder and placed 5 mm away from
the PIPs detector to be counted for 1 h.

4.2.8 Direct flow filtration of 238Pu solutions through PVDF-g-EGMP membranes
Membranes cast with 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP were cut into 45 mm diameter
coupons and placed in a Amicon ultrafiltration cell (EMD Millipore, Burlington, MA).
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Two 238Pu solutions were prepared for the study: a spiked DI water solution with an
activity of 0.48 ± 0.01 Bq/mL and pH 6.61, and a synthetic seawater solution with an
activity of 0.51 ± 0.01 Bq/mL and pH 6.58. Filtration and alpha spectrometry procedures
were the same for DI water and synthetic seawater trials. The Amicon flow cell was filled
with 10 mL of the prepared 238Pu solution. The cell was sealed and pressurized to 0.69
barg using a dry air cylinder to start filtration. Once all of the 238Pu solution was filtered,
the cell was refilled with 10 mL DI water and pressurized to 0.69 barg to perform a wash
cycle. The membrane was removed once the cell was completely empty of its contents
and depressurized. Membrane samples were dried for at least 1 h before alpha
spectrometry measurements. Alpha spectrometry was performed by mounting the
membranes in a custom acrylic holder placed 5 mm from the detector face, followed by
counting for 5 h.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 PVDF-g-EGMP synthesis and characterization
FTIR analysis was performed on the PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer to determine if it
exhibited characteristic peaks of EGMP. Figure 4.1 shows FTIR spectra for graft
copolymer, along with EGMP and PVDF precursors. Distinct peaks for the two
precursors were observed in the graft copolymer, indicating successful grafting of EGMP
from the PVDF macroinitiator. Characteristic absorbance peaks for EGMP were noted at
1720 and 980 cm-1 assigned to C=O and P=O stretching, while peaks at 1400 and 880 cm1

correspond to vibrational bands observed in semi-crystalline PVDF92, 93.
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Figure 4.1: ATR-FTIR spectra of the PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer, EGMP monomer, and
PVDF used in ATRP grafting.

4.3.2 Permeability measurements of PVDF-g-EGMP membranes
Direct-flow water permeability measurements were carried out for the 10 wt%
PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer membranes. Casting conditions were varied to determine the
effects on membrane permeabilities. The copolymer membranes were cast (1) with or
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without vacuum degassing of the polymer solution prior to casting; (2) with or without
the addition of 2 wt% glycerol; and (3) by waiting a short (5 s) or long (30 s) period
between casting and submerging into the coagulation bath. Casting conditions are
summarized in Table A-5, and the resulting water flux data for each membrane are given
in Figure A-10. The linear relationship between water flux and transmembrane pressure
is given by Eq. (4.1), where J represents water flux (in L/m2/h, further denoted as LMH),
A is the permeability coefficient (LMH/bar), and ΔP is the transmembrane pressure (bar).
(4.1)

𝐽 = 𝐴𝛥P

Figure 4.2 shows the average permeability coefficients for each membrane, along
with the conditions used to prepare the membranes. The permeability of the membranes
appeared to increase with the incorporation of glycerol and when the copolymer dope
solution was not degassed by vacuum prior to casting. The increase in permeability for
non-degassed samples was likely due to dissolved air present in the membrane casting
solutions, potentially leading to the formation of voids during the coagulation process.
Degassing is often a critical step in phase inversion processes as it prevents the formation
of microbubbles as the polymer begins to solidify94.
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Figure 4.2: Average permeability coefficients of 10% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes
prepared with various casting conditions. Error bars represent ±1σ for five separate
sample measurements.
To determine whether the short or long wait times affected the overall
permeability of the copolymer membranes, comparisons were made between treatments
using a two-tailed separate-variance (Welch’s) t-test. At an α level of 0.05, it was
observed for the two wait times that differences in permeability were significant only in
samples with the highest permeability coefficients (treatments 4 and 8). By increasing the
wait time, it is possible that the polymer film will slowly begin to solidify at the surface.
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In a study on modified PVDF membranes by Feng et al.95, it was observed that long wait
times resulted in membranes with a denser surface layer, fewer pores per area, and a
finger-like cross-sectional structure. The structure results from the increased polymer
concentration at the surface as the solvent evaporates, thereby inhibiting the rate at which
the polymer can coagulate and the diffusion of the solvent out of the polymer.
The inclusion of PVDF-g-EGMP within the membrane led to a significant
increase in water permeability. When PVDF membranes were cast under the same
conditions without glycerol, observable permeate flow was achieved only at pressures
above 5 barg. Due to the negatively charged phosphate group in PVDF-g-EGMP, the
copolymer membranes share similar structure to other ion-conducting polymers used to
create polymer electrolyte membranes (PEMs)96. Prior studies on PEMs have observed an
increase in wetting in membranes with long alkyl phosphonic chains97. It is likely that the
phosphate group in PVDF-g-EGMP aids in the wetting of the pores in the copolymer
membrane and increases water permeation.

4.3.3 242Pu uptake by PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer
242

Pu uptake studies were performed to evaluate the effectiveness of the PVDF-g-

EGMP copolymer to extract Pu(VI) from water at pH 6.92 after 24 h of contact. 242Pu
uptake was calculated by Eq. (4.2).
242

242

𝑃𝑢 𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 =

𝐴𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘 −𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟
𝐴𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘

× 100%

(4.2)

Pu uptake percentages of the PVDF534K and PVDF-g-EGMP was determined by

measuring the final 242Pu activity (Bq) of solution in the empty (blank) vials (Ablank) and
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of the vials containing polymer (Apolymer). Due to the age of the 242Pu source, an amount
of 241Am (daughter product of 241Pu decay) was present in the 242Pu solution and accounts
for approximately 20% of the gross alpha activity in the solution. Activity measurements
were performed on the alpha spectrometer to distinguish 242Pu activity from 241Am,
allowing for Eq. (4.2) to be used to determine 241Am uptake as well. Figure 4.3 shows
the 242Pu and 241Am uptake values for the PVDF534K and PVDF-g-EGMP. Compared to
PVDF534K, uptakes of 242Pu and 241Am were significantly higher for PVDF-g-EGMP,
resulting in near-complete recovery of the two actinides from solution under the test
conditions. A unique aspect of EGMP as a binding ligand is that it can participate in both
ion-exchange or form coordination complexes with Pu depending on the solution
conditions and pH range. In acidic conditions, studies by Chappa et. al. has shown that
EGMP can coordinate with Pu through the phosphoryl and carbonyl oxygens as a
bidentate ligand55. At higher pH ranges, the phosphoric acid group becomes deprotonated
(pKa1 and pKa2 values of 1.6 and 6.6, respectively) and becomes capable of ion-exchange
for Pu and other cations. The copolymer performed well for the uptake of Pu at a neutral
pH due to EGMP acting as an ion-exchange site83. The copolymer performed well for the
uptake of Pu at a neutral pH due to EGMP acting as an ion-exchange site. At the
conditions tested, PVDF-g-EGMP appears to be non-selective between Pu(VI) and
Am(III), but further sorption experiments will need to be done to evaluate whether the
copolymer is selective for one actinide over the other.
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Figure 4.3: Average permeability coefficients of 10% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes
prepared with various casting conditions. Error bars represent ±1σ for five separate
sample measurements.

4.3.4 Direct flow filtration and alpha spectrometry measurements with 10% PVDF-gEGMP membranes
Membranes composed of 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP were examined for their ability
to extract Pu from water by direct flow filtration and to determine if Pu-loaded
membranes can serve as samples for isotopic screening via alpha spectrometry following
filtration. Three membranes were prepared for the study. Following the formulations
presented in Table 1, two sets of PVDF-g-EGMP membranes were cast with 0 and 2 wt%
glycerol to create membranes with low and high permeabilities. A third set of membranes
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composed of 100% PVDF and cast with 2 wt% glycerol was used as a control for the
study. 238Pu was chosen as the isotope as its higher specific activity allows for
substantially lower concentrations of Pu to be screened. 238Pu-spiked DI water and
synthetic seawater (further denoted as seawater) solutions were adjusted to a neutral pH
and aged for 3 d to establish equilibrium between the Pu oxidation states. Prior to testing,
the spiked DI water solution measured an activity of 0.48 ± 0.01 Bq/mL (~3.2×10-12 M)
at pH 6.61, and redox analysis indicated a composition of 34.2% Pu(IV) and 65.8%
Pu(V). The activity of the seawater solution was measured to be 0.51 ± 0.01 Bq/mL
(~3.4×10-12 M) at pH 6.58 and was composed of 36.7% Pu(IV) and 63.3% Pu(V).
Figure 4.4 shows 238Pu uptake percentages for the PVDF and PVDF-g-EGMP
membranes. Highest 238Pu uptake percentages were observed for the PVDF-g-EGMP
membranes cast without glycerol, with an average of 59.9 ± 3.0% in DI water and 19.3 ±
3.5% in seawater 238Pu uptake from DI water was also high for the PVDF-g-EGMP
membranes with glycerol at 41.3 ± 17.1%. Despite the lower 238Pu uptake observed for
the PVDF-g-EGMP membranes cast with 2 wt% glycerol, the increased permeability
drastically reduced the time required for filtration. At the same operating pressure, the
copolymer membranes achieved flowrates of 1.57 ± 0.80 mL/min and 17.99 ± 4.74
mL/min without and with the addition of glycerol.
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Figure 4.4: 238Pu uptake of 100% PVDF and 10% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes after
filtration of 10 mL of spiked DI water (pH 6.61, 0.48 Bq/mL) and synthetic seawater (pH
6.58, 0.51 Bq/mL). Error bars represent ±1σ for three separate membranes.
The overall decrease in Pu uptake in seawater likely resulted from two
compounding factors: the presence of other ions that can compete for ion-exchange sites
on EGMP and a change in the near-surface charge (zeta potential) of the membranes due
to charge screening. The presence of other cations at high concentration potentially can
reduce uptake of Pu and other actinides by EGMP. In a recent study by Suresh and
Duval98, adsorption isotherm experiments for uranyl and prominent seawater cations were
performed with membranes consisting of an EGMP-based graft copolymer. Values for
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the equilibrium adsorption capacities and the Langmuir constants were reported for the
cations after fitting to a single-site Langmuir model. While the membranes exhibited a
high sorption capacity for UO22+, other divalent cations (Ca2+ and Mg2+), Fe3+ and VO2+
had similar or higher Langmuir constants. The study demonstrated that EGMP binds
these ions, which reduces uptake of target actinides. Coulombic interactions between Pu
ions and the membrane surface also are impacted by the high ionic strength of the
seawater solution. At a neutral pH, pristine PVDF membranes have a negatively charged
surface and exhibit a zeta potential of approximately -40 mV99. The negative surface
charge attracts Pu cations towards the surface, resulting in the appreciable Pu uptake
measured for pristine membranes. However, studies have shown that the zeta potential in
PVDF membranes approaches a net zero charge as salt concentrations are increased. The
reduction in the electrochemical boundary layer likely reduces the attraction of Pu ions to
the surface of the membrane100.
Isotopic analysis of the membranes was performed after filtration, and Figure 4.5
show the resulting 5 h alpha spectra for the DI water and seawater trials. Due to retention
of 238Pu on the surface of the negatively charged surface, the 100% PVDF membranes
exhibit small but sharp alpha energy peaks for the radioisotope. In the DI water trials,
spectra for membranes composed of 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP had higher 238Pu counts
compared to the PVDF membranes. Despite differences in Pu uptake, the overall shape of
the 238Pu photopeak was similar between PVDF-g-EGMP membranes cast without and
with glycerol. Average peak energy resolutions were 48 keV FWHM for the copolymer
membranes cast without glycerol (Figure 4.5, Spectrum C) and 32 keV FWHM for
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membranes cast with glycerol (Figure 4.5, Spectrum B). The PVDF-g-EGMP membranes
exhibited broad tailing in the 238Pu photopeak that accounted for approximately 83% (no
glycerol) and 85% (2 wt% glycerol) of the total 238Pu activity measured. Despite the
lower 238Pu uptake observed in the seawater trials, slight tailing also was observed in the
PVDF-g-EGMP samples without glycerol (Figure 4.5, Spectrum F).
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Figure 4.5: Five-hour alpha spectra of 100% PVDF, 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP (2 wt%
glycerol), and 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP (no glycerol) membranes after direct filtration of
Pu-bearing solutions. Measurements were taken after filtering 10 mL of DI water
(Spectra A-C, 0.48 Bq/mL 238Pu, pH 6.61) and synthetic seawater (Spectra D-F, 0.51
Bq/mL 238Pu, pH 6.58).
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The overall shape of the spectra seen in the copolymer membranes indicates that
Pu sorption occurs on both the surface and pore walls of the membrane, resulting in a
composite spectrum80. While Pu sorption to the surface creates a sharp photopeak,
sorption to the pore walls results in broad tailing as the emitted alpha particles collide
with the surrounding polymer before reaching the detector. We hypothesized that the
amphiphilic structure of PVDF-g-EGMP would cause it to migrate to the surface during
the casting of the membrane; however, if Pu sorption is occurring within the pore walls, it
is likely that the graft copolymer is distributed throughout the depth of the membrane. To
test this theory, SEM-EDS micrographs were taken of the membrane cross sections to
determine the distribution of the PVDF-g-EGMP copolymer. SEM-EDS images for the
PVDF-g-EGMP membranes are shown in Figure 4.6 (no glycerol) and Figure 4.7 (2
wt% glycerol). Locating PVDF-g-EGMP within the cross section was done by measuring
P Kα1 (2.013 KeV) and O Kα1 (0.525 KeV) x-rays emitted from the phosphate and
carboxylate ester groups found in EGMP. Images from the SEM-EDS analysis show that
PVDF-g-EGMP appears to be distributed evenly throughout both membrane samples.
The pore structure of the membrane can be observed clearly in the P Kα1 and O Kα1
micrographs for the membranes cast without glycerol, indicating that the graft copolymer
lines the pore walls.
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Figure 4.6: SEM-EDS images of 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes cast without
glycerol. Phosphorus (purple) and oxygen (yellow) distributions are shown for the region
highlighted in the cross-sectional image. Average pore diameter was measured to be
0.098 ± 0.027 µm.
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Figure 4.7: SEM-EDS images of 10% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes cast with 2 wt%
glycerol. Phosphorus (purple) and oxygen (yellow) distributions are shown for the region
highlighted in the cross-sectional image. Average pore diameter was measured to be
0.338 ± 0.066 µm.
While the even distribution of PVDF-g-EGMP throughout the membrane aids in
the recovery of Pu overall, it impairs alpha spectrometry analysis; the peak tailing
reduces its ability for high-resolution isotopic screening. However, changes to the
synthesis of the PVDF-g-EGMP, as well as how the membrane is cast can further
promote surface migration of the copolymer within the membrane. Similar studies have
been performed to promote the migration of amphiphilic copolymers to create a
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hydrophilic, fouling-resistant membrane surface101. Hester et al.45 screened novel casting
methods to promote surface migration of poly(MMA-r-POEM) in PVDF membranes.
Surface concentrations of poly(MMA-r-POEM) were the highest when the membranes
were coagulated in a hot water bath (~90 °C) followed by 24 h annealing at 90 °C, and it
was speculated that the annealed membranes reached a maximum limit of copolymer
surface coverage. In a later study, Hester and Mayes observed an increased surface
concentration of poly(MMA-r-POEM) in a PVDF membrane when the molecular weight
of the amphiphilic copolymer was increased44. Higher molecular weights of PVDF-gEGMP can be achieved by allowing the ATRP reaction to proceed for longer durations,
increasing the length of poly(EGMP) chains grafted from the PVDF anchor. This
approach potentially may improve the resulting alpha spectra, as the higher ratio of
EGMP to PVDF may promote segregation of the copolymer to the membrane surface
during membrane formation.
From a broader perspective, the functional membranes presented in this study
could serve as extractive membrane adsorbers for actinide separations in lieu of resinbased chromatography. Traditional resin columns rely on diffusion to drive target
isotopes into the pores of the resin beads. At trace-level isotope concentrations, the
diffusion driving force will be low, and the resin columns will require long residence
times to achieve sufficient levels of extraction. Alternatively, an extractive membrane
adsorber allows for isotopes to be conveyed to the binding sites by convective flow and is
not limited by diffusion. For this application, the distribution of PVDF-g-EGMP along
the pores of the membrane will improve the capacity for Pu and other actinides, and a
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bind-and-elute strategy can be developed for the sequential separation of each actinide
from a mixed low-level source. A similar strategy can be adapted from elution procedures
for commercial radiochromatography resins. Horwitz et al. developed an elution
procedure for mixed actinides using TRU resin (Eichrom Technologies, Lisle, IL)
containing octyl(phenyl)-N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide (CMPO) in
tri-N-butyl phosphate (TBP)105. The study demonstrated that tri-, tetra- and hexavalent
actinides can be sequentially eluted from the resin using solutions composed of various
concentrations of hydrochloric acid and other supporting reagents. Other studies have
demonstrated that EGMP-based copolymers can be regenerated over multiple bind-andelution cycles for repeated use. In a study by Mhatre et al., thin films composed
poly(bis[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] phosphate) (poly(BMEP), produced from a divinyl
ester form of EGMP) did not exhibit any reduction in Pu4+ recovery even after three
desorption cycles with a solution composed of 1 M nitric acid and 0.2 M hydrazine
hydrate and hydroxylamine28. For membranes containing PVDF-g-EGMP, it’s likely that
a similar desorption step can be performed to reactivate the membrane for multiple cycles
and would reduce the need to replace the membrane after a single use.

4.4 Conclusions
An ATRP procedure was developed to graft PEGMP from PVDF, creating a graft
copolymer capable of extracting Pu from water at neutral pH conditions. The copolymer
can be added to PVDF dope solutions to form membranes by nonsolvent induced phase
separation for Pu capture and alpha spectrometry. Permeability studies with membranes
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composed of 10 wt% PVDF-g-EGMP indicated that water permeability improved with
the addition of the copolymer, and a wide range of permeabilities was achieved by
adjusting casting conditions. The copolymer membranes exhibited 238Pu uptakes as high
as 59.9 ± 3.0 % and 19.3 ± 3.5 % from DI water and synthetic seawater solutions that
were passed through the membrane. SEM-EDS analysis showed that the graft copolymer
was distributed throughout the depth of the membrane, leading to 238Pu peak tailing in the
resulting alpha spectra. Future studies will investigate methods to increase the surface
concentration of PVDF-g-EGMP within the membrane, including changes to the
copolymer formulation and phase inversion procedure to promote surface migration
during membrane formation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Summary of Findings
This dissertation details new variations to creating extractive membranes to
concentrate and screen the isotopic distribution of waterborne Pu through alpha
spectrometry. Spin coating and nonsolvent induced phase separation methods were used
to develop the functional membranes.
Initial studies into spin coated polymer-ligand films for Pu extraction were
presented in Chapter 2. The roles of film thickness, ligand type, and loading were
examined to better understand their effects on Pu uptake and alpha spectrometry peak
energy resolution. Of the films tested, only polystyrene (PS) films containing di(2ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) exhibited significant Pu recovery at pH 2.3 and 6.3
and from solutions consisting of greater than 90% Pu(V). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the PS-HDEHP films indicated that ligand concentrations
were higher at the surface of the film. When the PS-HDEHP films were immersed in
water, it was discovered that the ligand was stripped away over time. Chapter 3 presented
a solution to this drawback, in which extractive copolymers were developed that could be
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spin coated onto a membrane support. The copolymers were produced through freeradical polymerization using monomers consisting of phosphoric acid and phosphonate
functional groups. Batch uptake studies indicated that copolymers containing ethylene
glycol methacrylate phosphate (EGMP) exhibited the highest 242Pu uptake from solutions
at pH 4.2 and 6.8. Poly(EGMP-co-4-methylstyrene (VT)) containing 5% (w/w) EGMP
exhibited comparable Pu recoveries to Eichrom Technology’s UTEVA and Actinide
chromatography resins despite having a lower number of active sites per gram polymer.
The 5% poly(EGMP-co-VT) was dissolved in toluene and spin coated onto an
ultrafiltration membrane support to create an extractive thin film composite (e-TFC)
membrane. Direct filtration studies showed that the e-TFC membranes exhibited a 242Pu
uptake of 10.4 ± 4.2% from solutions at pH 6.8. The resulting alpha spectra from the eTFC membranes resulted in peak energy resolutions of 71.7 ± 8.7 keV FWHM, but the
shape of the 242Pu energy peak was unlike spectra observed in previous extractive thin
film studies. Further examination indicated that the shape of the alpha spectra was due to
242

Pu immobilized on the surface of the active layer as well as along the pore walls,

creating a “combined” spectrum resulting from the two Pu signals.
Chapter 4 focused on the development of functional membranes that do not
require an additional coating or other reactive methods to prepare a membrane surface for
Pu capture. EGMP was grafted from a polyvinylidene (PVDF) backbone through atom
transfer radical polymerization. In batch uptake studies, PVDF-g-EGMP proved to be
capable of recovering 242Pu at neutral pH conditions, and the copolymer could be added
to PVDF dope solutions to form membranes with Pu-extractive functionality. PVDF
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membranes containing 10% PVDF-g-EGMP were cast through nonsolvent induced phase
separation (NIPS), and permeability studies indicated that water permeability improved
with the addition of the copolymer. By adjusting casting parameters of the NIPS
procedure, a wide range of permeabilities was achieved with the copolymer membranes.
After filtering solutions spiked with ~0.5 Bq/mL 238Pu at a neutral pH, the copolymer
membranes exhibited 238Pu uptakes of 59.9 ± 3.0% and 19.3 ± 3.5% from DI water and
synthetic saltwater conditions. Alpha spectra resulting from the copolymer membranes
exhibited tailing from the 238Pu peak. SEM-EDS analysis indicated that PVDF-g-EGMP
was distributed throughout the depth of the membrane and led to the tailing observed in
the alpha spectra.

5.2 Conclusions
Chapter 2 presented studies on spin coated thin films for Pu uptake and alpha
spectrometry. My objective was to develop a polymer-ligand film that would be suitable
for casting onto a membrane to create an extractive thin film composite (e-TFC)
membrane. To attain this objective, I screened commercial ligands for their ability to
extract Pu from solution, and studied the effects of film thickness and ligand loading on
Pu uptake and alpha spectrometry peak resolution. While it was hypothesized that
increasing the film thickness would lead to better Pu recovery overall, no trend in 242Pu
recovery or peak energy resolution was observed at the range of PS-HDEHP film
thicknesses tested. The key outcome of this study was that it demonstrated how spin
coating can be used to cast extractive thin films for Pu uptake and alpha spectrometry
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screening. Polymer-ligand films as thin as 30 nm demonstrated sufficiently high Pu
uptake at the conditions tested, and thinness of the films resulted in little-to-no peak
energy tailing to be observed in the alpha spectra. These early results were promising and
indicated that the spin coated polymer ligand-films could serve as viable sample sources
for the screening of waterborne Pu.
Further studies were performed with the polymer-ligand films to quantify 238Pu
uptake from solutions at trace Pu concentrations and consisting of greater than 90%
Pu(V). A key finding of the experiment was that doubling the HDEHP loading led to over
a ten-fold increase in 238Pu recovery, and it was hypothesized that the higher HDEHP
loading resulted in the blooming of the ligand at the surface of the film. XPS analysis of
the PS-HDEHP films confirmed that the ligand concentrations were higher within the
first 10 nm of the film. Unexpectedly and unfortunately, it was also observed that the
ligand leached from the film surface within the first hour of wetting in water.
While the early studies indicated that spin coating was an effective procedure for
casting sub-micron films for Pu uptake, the results of the XPS study ultimately led to the
decision to move away from physically bound polymer-ligand films and towards the
development of a castable, Pu-extractive copolymer. I decided to investigate copolymers
composed of phosphonate and phosphoric acid functional groups for Pu uptake. Only
copolymers consisting of VPA or, more significantly, EGMP exhibited significant Pu
uptake at pH 4.2 and 6.8. I found that poly(EGMP-co-VT) copolymer containing 5%
(w/w) EGMP compared favorably to commercial chromatography resins for Pu uptake at
pH 6.8. This copolymer was spin coated onto a PVDF ultrafiltration membrane to
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produce e-TFC membranes that were capable of extracting 242Pu from solution at pH 6.8,
and the alpha peak energy resolution was sharp enough to distinguish between the 242Pu
and 241Am photopeaks. The tailing that was observed in the 242Pu photopeak was the
result of Pu sorption to the pore walls of the membrane support. Given the relatively large
pore size of the membrane, it is likely that the poly(EGMP-co-VT) solution infiltration
the pores during spin coating. Plans to overcome this challenge are offered in Section 5.3.
Overall, the studies in Chapter 3 demonstrated that spin coated e-TFC membranes have
the potential for the direct filtration and screening of waterborne Pu; however, further
studies need to be performed on the active layer and membrane support to find a
combination that achieves both high water permeability and sharp alpha peak energy
resolutions.
In Chapter 4, I explored the development of extractive graft copolymer additives
that can be used in a PVDF dope solution to cast membranes with Pu-binding functional
groups. Compared to the e-TFC membranes studied in Chapter 3, this approach
introduced the Pu-selective layer during membrane formation, rather than as a postformation surface treatment. I believe that this could aid in the design of functional
membranes with higher permeability. I hypothesized that the amphiphilic structure of
PVDF-g-EGMP would cause it to migrate to the membrane surface when cast through
NIPS. I theorized that this method of membrane casting could allow for high Pu uptake
and alpha spectrometry peak resolutions by isolating the functional polymer at the
membrane-solution interface without sacrificing the permeability of the membranes.
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When PVDF membranes containing 10% PVDF-g-EGMP were cast through
NIPS, I observed that the addition of the copolymer led to a significant increase in water
permeability when compared to 100% PVDF membranes cast under the same conditions.
While these membranes achieved permeability coefficients within the range observed for
the e-TFC membranes in Chapter 2, the permeability of the PVDF-g-EGMP membranes
should increase further with higher loadings of the graft copolymer or using a porogen
like glycerol. The higher permeability of the membranes was due to the hydrophilic
EGMP in PVDF-g-EGMP and indicated that PVDF-g-EGMP potentially had bloomed to
the surface and improved the wetting of the membrane. However, alpha spectra of Puloaded membranes exhibited peak energy tailing like the e-TFC membranes in Chapter 2.
Unfortunately, SEM-EDS analysis showed that PVDF-g-EGMP was distributed
throughout the membrane cross section, likely along pore walls, disproving our
hypothesis that the copolymer would bloom to the membrane surface when casted. While
the even distribution of the copolymer likely aided in the recovery of Pu, sorption of Pu
to the pore walls ultimately resulted in the tailing observed in the alpha spectra.

5.3 Recommendations for future work
There are a few recommendations I have for the reader or researcher who is
looking to continue developing rapid screening tools for Pu in water. The spin coating
and grafting methods utilized throughout the dissertation were new approaches to the
field of study, and given additional exploration, I believe that the methods can be refined
to create exceptional screening tools for environmental monitoring and nuclear forensics.
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5.3.1 Expanding the studies of e-TFC membranes
During the development of the e-TFC membranes presented in Chapter 3, there
were two challenges I encountered before I was able to perform any direct filtration
experiments. These present opportunities for further study discussed below.
The bulk free-radical polymerization procedure used in Chapter 3 was an easy and
reliable method to produce an assortment of copolymers for Pu uptake screenings. During
these studies, the copolymers containing EGMP performed the best at extracting 242Pu at
the two pH conditions tested. Ideally, Pu uptake in the copolymers would increase with
higher loadings of EGMP. However, the stock EGMP monomer used for the study
contained upwards of 25% of a vinyl diester (bis[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] phosphate,
shown in Figure 5.1). The vinyl diester would cause the EGMP-based copolymers to
form crosslinked networks. This limited the mass fraction of EGMP I could use in a
formulation, as loadings higher than 5% (w/w) led to insoluble copolymers that could not
be spin coated.

Figure 5.1 – Structure of bis[2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl] phosphate present in the
commercial EGMP monomer stock. The two vinyl end groups led to crosslinking in the
EGMP-based copolymers when produced through free-radical polymerization.
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To overcome issues with crosslinking, future studies should investigate using
controlled methods of polymerization to create EGMP-based copolymers. In Chapter 4,
EGMP was grafted from PVDF through ATRP, leading to a copolymer composed of a
PVDF backbone with branching EGMP combs. During those studies, the copolymer was
found to be readily soluble in n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (used during ATRP synthesis and
washing) and dimethylformamide (used to cast 10% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes). While
it was not explored in this dissertation research, PVDF-g-EGMP potentially could be
used in casting solution formulations and spin coated onto a membrane support.
Another option is to investigate reactive methods to break the phosphoryl linkage.
This reaction could be accomplished through a hydrolysis pathway. A terrific example of
this approach can be found in Duval et al., who presented two reaction pathways for the
conversion of phosphonate resins (MS-MP) to phosphonic acid (MS-MPA) resins102. The
first pathway involves immersing the resins in 12 M hydrochloric acid for 24 h to
perform an acid-catalyzed hydrolysis. The second pathway follows a two-step
deprotection reaction, where the phosphonate group is reacted with trimethylsilyl
bromide (TMSB) followed by methanol to render the group as a phosphonic acid. Both
pathways successfully converted MS-MP to MS-MPA. These methods potentially could
break the crosslinks in EGMP-based copolymers and make it suitable for spin coating.
(From a safety standpoint, I highly recommend attempting the TMSB-methanolysis
reaction before working with fuming hydrochloric acid.) For more information on the
TMSB-methanolysis reaction, Chougrani et al. have published an in-depth study of the
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preparation of phosphonate monomers through cleavage reactions at the phosphonate
site103.
The second challenge I discovered when developing the spin coated e-TFC
membranes was finding a suitable ultrafiltration membrane to use as a support. Initial
studies were performed by casting poly(EGMP-co-VT) films on commercial membranes
with molecular weight cutoffs (MWCO) of 100 kDa and below (GE Osmotics PW and
MW, Synder BY and LY). The addition of the thin film on these membranes reduced the
permeability significantly. It was not possible to use the low pressure Amicon flow cells
(max operating pressure of ~615 kPa) for attaining practical flux values. In a final effort,
I investigated casting poly(EGMP-co-VT) onto Synder A6 membranes (500 kDa
MWCO). These membranes were able to achieve sufficient flux below 615 kPa, but the
large pore size may have resulted in poly(EGMP-co-VT) entering the pores, depositing to
pore walls, and leading to Pu sorption within the membrane support. The alpha spectra of
the e-TFC membranes could be improved by looking at membranes with a lower
MWCO, potentially within the range from 100 to 500 kDa MWCO, or a higher surface
porosity. A membrane support with a smaller pore size will decrease the e-TFC water
permeability, but it could strike a good balance between permeability and alpha spectra
resolution. Higher surface porosity would improve permeability for a given MWCO. For
a future study, I would recommend looking at the effect of membrane pore size, porosity,
and poly(EGMP-co-VT) film thickness on water permeability, Pu uptake and alpha
spectrometry peak energy resolution.
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5.3.2 Improving PVDF-g-EGMP and the NIPS procedure to promote surface migration
Chapter 4 demonstrated the ATRP formation of PVDF-g-EGMP, a graft
copolymer that can be used as an additive in PVDF dope solutions to cast membranes
with Pu extractive groups. We hypothesized that the amphiphilic structure of PVDF-gEGMP could lead to surface segregation of the copolymer when membranes were cast
through NIPS with water used as the nonsolvent. However, SEM-EDS analysis indicated
that the graft copolymer was distributed throughout the film and lined the pore walls.
Hester et al. observed similar copolymer distributions when they cast pH-responsive
PVDF membranes containing polyvinylidene-graft-poly(methacrylic acid) (PVDF-gPMMA)3. While XPS analysis indicated that PVDF-g-PMAA presented itself in higher
concentrations at the membrane surface, fluorescence microscopy studies revealed that
inner pore walls expressed higher concentrations of the copolymer as well.
The distribution of PVDF-g-EGMP along the pores of the copolymer membranes
contributed to the high 238Pu uptake from DI water and synthetic saltwater solutions, but
Pu sorption to the pores resulted in the tailing observed in the alpha spectra. Regardless,
the study was a promising first attempt at screening Pu with membranes cast with PVDFg-EGMP comb additives; and with improvements to the copolymer synthesis and
membrane casting procedures, new membranes can be cast that exhibit higher surface
concentrations of PVDF-g-EGMP and improved alpha spectrometry resolutions. Simple
modifications to the NIPS casting procedure, as well as the ATRP synthesis of the
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copolymer likely would result in membranes that exhibit higher surface concentrations of
PVDF-g-EGMP. For future experiments, I would continue to reference the works
published by researchers under Dr. Anne Mayes40,44,45. Throughout their studies, they
demonstrated that the surface concentrations of amphiphilic copolymers increased when
the membranes were cast in heated water baths, or when an additional annealing step is
added to the NIPS procedure45. Alternatively, it was demonstrated that copolymer surface
concentrations increased by using graft copolymers with higher molecular weights and
increased hydrophilic monomer content44.

5.3.3 Tailoring an EGMP copolymer selectivity towards Pu
Copolymer resins and functionalized membranes presented in this dissertation
were exposed to a 242Pu solution that contained the in-growth of 241Am (daughter of
241

Pu). While selectivity studies were not performed in the dissertation, it was observed

that the samples containing EGMP-based copolymers readily extract 241Am at neutral pH
conditions.
In Chapter 3, the resulting alpha spectra of the poly(EGMP-co-VT) e-TFC
membranes indicated that 241Am was extracted along with 242Pu, but the peak energy
resolution was sufficiently high that the two alpha-emitters could be distinguished. Later
in Chapter 4, the uptakes of 242Pu and 241Am were measured for PVDF-g-EGMP, and it
was observed that upwards of 91% of 241Am was recovered from solution at the
conditions tested. The lack of selectivity for Pu over other competing ions could be a
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potential issue for future studies, as the presence of competing alpha-emitters on the
membrane could interfere with the screening of Pu isotopes through alpha spectrometry.
Improving an EGMP copolymer membrane selectivity towards Pu in groundwater
could be achieved by incorporating additional monomers that promote the formation of
the Pu-EGMP complex over other ions. Similar studies have been done with EGMPbearing materials for the extraction of Pu from high level waste and solutions with high
concentrations of nitric acid. Paul et al. demonstrated that the inclusion of 2-acrylamido2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid (AMPS) in an EGMP copolymer improved the Pu4+
selectivity of over Am3+ and UO22+. The increase in selectivity was attributed to the
negative valence electrons in AMPS balancing out the residual positive charge of the
Pu(IV)-EGMP complex30, 56. The use of “spacer” monomers also can help promote Pu
coordination by sterically hindering the formation of other complexes. Chappa et al. used
this approach to improve Pu-EGMP coordination in copolymer gels at high nitric acid
concentrations (3-4 M) by increasing the fraction of methyl methacrylate or Nisopropylacrylamide within the polymer55. By spacing the EGMP units further along the
polymer chain, selectivity towards Pu4+ (which forms a 1:2 Pu4+-EGMP complex at high
nitric acid concentrations) over UO22+increased as it made it less favorable for the
formation of the 1:4 UO22+-EGMP complex.

5.3.4 Looking beyond the scope of nuclear forensics and membranes for alpha
spectrometry
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The functionalized membranes developed throughout the dissertation research
were designed primarily to serve as alpha spectrometry sources for the rapid
concentration and isotopic screening of Pu in groundwater. I believe that with new
iterations, the extractive graft copolymer and spin coated e-TFC membranes can serve
that role accordingly, but my final recommendation is to use the approaches outlined in
the dissertation to develop membranes for applications beyond the scope of nuclear
forensics.
From a broader perspective, the graft copolymer and extractive membranes could
serve as promising alternatives for radiochemical separations that currently utilize resinbased chromatography. Traditional radiochromatrography columns rely on the diffusion
of the target isotopes into the pore channels of the resin beads. At trace-level
concentrations, the diffusion driving force of the isotope into the channels is low, and the
columns will require long residence times or need to be oversized to achieve high
productivity104. Comparatively, the flow-through design of an extractive membrane
adsorber allows for isotopes to be conveyed to the binding sites by convective flow,
meaning that high throughputs can be achieved by simply changing the flow rate. Both
the NIPS and spin coating procedures outlined in the dissertation can be scaled to
synthesize membranes for both analytical benchwork or industrial separations. The
membranes casted with PVDF-g-EGMP through NIPS would be particularly suited for
the use as a membrane adsorber as the EGMP binding groups were distributed along the
pores of the membrane. Given the high capacity for EGMP to extract most actinides from
groundwater, I would recommend looking into developing a “bind-and-elute” strategy for
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the extractive membranes to target the recovery and sequential separation of actinides
from a mixed low-level source. Bind-and-elute strategies established for commercial
radiochromatography resins would be a good starting point to reference for researchers
looking to develop a similar procedure for the extractive membranes. For example,
Horwitz et al. outlined a procedure for the sequential separation of actinides using TRU
resins composed of tri-N-butyl phosphate (TBP) and octyl(phenyl)-N,Ndiisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide (CMPO)105. Similar to EGMP copolymers,
the TRU resin retains Pu(IV) and U(VI) at low acidities, and the elution of these two
actinides uses an appropriate acid and complexing agent combination. The bind-and-elute
procedure developed by Horwitz et al. was later adapted by Roane and DeVol, who
applied it for their modified TRU-ES (Extractive Scintillating) resins106. TRU resins were
impregnated with scintillating fluorophores so that real-time activity measurements could
be made while the actinides were eluted sequentially from the column. A noteworthy
aspect of the study was that the TRU-ES resins were applied for actinide separations from
mixtures composed of acid-digested high-level waste (HLW) tank sludge and high
activity drain tank supernatant (HAD). While the TRU-ES resins were capable of the
extraction and sequential elution of actinides from aqueous sources, changes to the
elution scheme had to be made to account for the composition of the HLW and HAD
samples. This proved to be rather difficult given the limitations of the TRU-ES resins,
which included loss of the fluor from the resin as well as the selectivity of the TBPCMPO extractants.
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APPENDIX A
Supporting Figures and Tables
Table A-1: Percent speciation of the Pu oxidation states for the solutions used for the pH
6.3 and Pu (V) studies. At pH values 3 and below, equimolar concentrations of Pu(III)
and Pu(IV) have been reported. (Neck et. al., Radiochimica Acta 2007, 95, 193.)
pH 2.3

Pu Ox. State
Pu(IV)
Pu(V)
Pu(VI)

% Amount
100.0
0.0
0.0

238

pH 6.3
% Error
3.5
0.0
0.2

% Amount
38.6
55
6.4

% Error
1.9
2.3
3.6

Pu(V) Solution

% Amount
1.1
90
8.9

% Error
0.2
2.1
3.3

Table A-2: Angle-resolved XPS measurements taken on three separate 1.24 mmol/g
PSHDEHP films at the center of each sample, as well as a measurement taken near the
edge of the third sample.

Angle
[degrees]
90
45
15

Center #1
[wt. %]
6.77
7.95
12.70

Center #2
[wt. %]
4.38
7.78
10.44

Phosphorus Wt. Percentages
Center #3 Average
Std. Deviation
[wt. %]
[wt. %]
[wt. %]
6.08
5.74
1.23
8.34
8.02
0.29
12.48
11.87
1.25
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Edge #3
[wt. %]
7.61
10.02
11.05

Appendix A (Continued)

Table A-3 - Isotopic analysis of the stock 147Bq/mL 242Pu(VI) solution used in Chapters
3 and 4.

Isotope

Mass Fraction
[%]

Specific Activity
[Ci/g]

Mode of Decay
[-]

Eα
[keV]

238

Pu

0.003

1.70E+01

alpha

5499 (71%), 5456 (29%)

239

Pu

0.005

6.20E-02

alpha

5157 (71%), 5144(17%), 5106 (12%)

240

Pu

0.022

2.30E-01

alpha

5168 (73%), 5124 (27%)

241

Pu

0.006

1.00E+02

beta

…

242

Pu

99.962

3.90E-03

alpha

4902 (77%), 4858 (23%)

244

Pu

0.002

1.80E-05

alpha

4589 (81%), 4546 (19%)

Table A-4: Ion composition of the synthetic seawater as per the directions provided by
Instant Ocean Synthetic Sea Salt.

Ion
Chloride
Sodium
Sulfate
Magnesium
Calcium
(Bi)Carbonate
Bromide
Strontium
Boron
Fluoride
Lithium
Iodide
Barium
Iron
Manganese

Instant
Ocean
[ppm]
19290
10780
2660
1320
400
200
56
8.8
5.6
1
0.3
0.24
<0.04
<0.04
<0.025

Typical
Seawater
[ppm]
19353
10781
2712
1284
523
126
67
7.9
4.5
1.28
0.173
0.06
<0.014
<0.001
<0.001

Ion
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Nickel
Selenium
Vanadium
Zinc
Molybdenum
Aluminum
Lead
Arsenic
Cadmium
Nitrate
Phosphate
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Instant
Ocean
[ppm]
<0.015
<0.015
<0.015
<0.015
<0.015
<0.015
<0.015
<0.01
<0.006
<0.005
<0.004
<0.002
0
0

Typical
Seawater
[ppm]
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.02
<0.01
0.01
<0.001
<0.001
0.002
<0.001
1.8
0.2

Appendix A (Continued)

Table A-5: Tabulated list of treatments for each 10 wt.% PVDF-g-EGMP membrane
batch used in the permeability study.
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Appendix A (Continued)

B

A

C

Figure A-1: Alpha spectra for the PS (A), as well as PS-DBM (B) and PS-HTTA (C)
films with ligand loadings of 0.62 and 1.24 mmol/g following exposure to a 5 Bq/mL
Pu(V) solution. Count time was 5 h.
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B

A

C

Figure A-2: AR-XPS measurements for the elemental weight percentages of the dry (A)
and wet (B) 0.62 mmol/g PS-HDEHP films, as well as the wet 1.24 mmol/g film (C).
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-3: XPS spectra of the dry 0.62 mmol/g PS-HDEHP film at each of the C60
etch cycles for the C(1s) region. The sharp decrease in the peak height denotes complete
film etching, exposing the Si substrate underneath.
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Figure A-4: Elemental weight compositions of the four PS-HDEHP films measured by
XPS after C60 etching: dry 0.62 mmol/g (A), wet 0.62 mmol/g (B), dry 1.24 mmol/g (C),
and wet 1.24 mmol/g (D).
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-5: Phosphorus weight percentages measured for the 1.24 mmol/g dry
PS/HDEHP film and the samples exposed to water for 1-12 h. (Lines are drawn as a
guide to the eye.)
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-6: One-hour alpha spectrum of the 242Pu stock solution. To simulate the
detector geometry for the coated membrane study, a 100 μL droplet of the 242Pu stock
was smeared over the surface of a 45 mm diameter stainless steel planchette and counted
to calculate the absolute efficiency achieved by the experimental setup.
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-7: Alpha spectrum of an uncoated Synder A6 membrane after filtering 10 mL
of a 4.73 Bq/mL 242Pu solution at pH 6.8, followed by 10 mL of DI H2O. The sample was
counted for 16 h.
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Figure A-8: ATR-FTIR spectra of PMMA and PMMA-based copolymers studied in
Chapter 3.
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-9: ATR-FTIR spectra of PVT and PVT-based copolymers studied in Chapter 3.
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-10: Resulting water flux data of the 10 wt.% PVDF-g-EGMP membranes from
the permeability study.
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Appendix A (Continued)

Figure A-10 (Cont.): Resulting water flux data of the 10 wt.% PVDF-g-EGMP
membranes from the permeability study.
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APPENDIX B
Determining Pu Percent Recovery and Recovery Error
Alpha spectrometry measurements result in gross count peaks corresponding to
the amount of Pu bound to the surface of the sample. For counting alpha emitters, its fair
to assume that peaks will follow a Gaussian or Poisson distribution; therefore, error for
the gross count can be simply defined as the square root of the sum of counts under the
peak for a given radioisotope. With the gross count and its respective error known, errors
for other calculated quantities can be derived through a propagation of uncertainties.
Errors for determining net count rates, Pu activity, and detector efficiency were derived
using this method. Detailed explanation can be found in pp. 70-94 of Radiation Detection
and Measurement, 4 ed. by Glenn F. Knoll.
Recovery of Pu from the solutions used in the study is defined in Equation E1 as
the quotient of the activity of Pu present on the surface of the polymer-ligand film and the
initial activity in the 2 mL droplet placed on the surface:
𝑅𝑃𝑢 =

𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
× 100 [%]
𝐴𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑
(B-E1)

𝑅𝑃𝑢 – Pu Percent Recovery [%]
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 – Pu activity measured on the surface of the film after 5 h alpha counting [Bq]
𝐴𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 – Initial Pu activity measured in the 2 mL droplet placed on the polymer-ligand
film [Bq]
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Using propagation of uncertainties, error values for Pu percent recovery were
calculated by Equation 2:
2

2

𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝜎𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑
𝜎𝑅 = 𝑅𝑃𝑢 √(
) +(
)
𝐴𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
𝐴𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑

(B-E2)
𝜎𝑅 – Pu Percent Recovery Error [%]
𝜎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 – Counting error associated with the activity measured on the surface of the film
[Bq]
𝜎𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 – Counting error associated with activity measured in the 2 mL droplet placed
on the polymer-ligand film [Bq]
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